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Executive Summary
ll1e targeting process for the CFPR/TUP programme aims to bring together diverse strands
of knowledge on poverty (indigenous, local, programmatic and academic) in identifying and
selecting CFPR/TUP beneficiaries (tvfatin and Halder 2002).

The targeting process is,

therefore, multi-staged and involves a variety of actors and processes.

The targeting process has four stages. Through each stage of the targeting process, diverse
streams of knowledge arc combined to identify a smaller and more defined sample from
which ultra poor beneficiaries may be selected. The following are the targeting stages:

•

Rapport Building

•

PRA l\leeting

•
•

Survey and Preliminary Selection
Final Selection

Four researchers were trained in Dhaka in Process Documentation Research (PDR)
specifically and Qualitative Research, generally. They were then sent to PDR sites around
the country to document the various stages of the targeting process. In between March 19,
2003

and April 30, 2003, the researchers sent back 28 reports covering 108

events/activities/stages to the Head Office. These process documentation reports have
been consolidated into this final report.

The process documentation revealed the wealth and diversity of activities and interactions
that constitute the various stages of the targeting process. We shall look at the trends and
patterns in each of these stages separately, before commenting on the broader themes and
issues that ha,·e emerged from the process documentation.
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Rapport Building

The Rapport Building stage is, generally, the first point of contact between BRAC and
communi()• members in the context of the CFPR/TUP programme. Exceptions occur if the
BRAC Area O ffice is close to the target locality or if the targeting process had been
conducted in a neighbouring area, recently.

Delm/1111111£ a Target A rea a11d Seleclillg a PIV<l Vmm

POs have to determine the boundaries of the target area, covering approximately a 100

khanas. They also have to select a venue for tl1e PR.A meeting that is, ideally, central, shaded,
relatively quiet and acceptable to the general community. In conducting these activities, POs
follow two general strategies; either, they walk around the community collecting a diversity
of opinions and observing various areas of tl1c localiC)•, or POs will ask one of the first
community members they encounter to determine the target area and/ or select a PRA
venue. POs that followed the latter strategy often encountered difficulties; e.g., picking a
venue that is unacceptable to a section of the corrununiC)•.

!JJIIilmg Comnuoury .\!embers to lbe PRA Meeting

POs walk around tl1c community members to the PRA. The process documentation has
illustrated the significance of vocabulary in these invitations.
fr~quently,

POs use the term dawal

and emphasize tl1e religious significance of a dawal and a Muslim's duty to attend

a daJJJal.

On the other hand, POs use the term jonp (survey) to describe PRA activities.

While

community members react posit.h·cly to a dawal, they arc more negative in their reaction to
the termjo1ip. In some instances community members confuse BRAC's activities for a bhumi

jo1ip Qand survey).

The researchers have noted that community members react more

posith•el>· when the PRA is described as a meeting. The invitation is usually phrased as a
dawal to a jonp; it may be more effective if phrased as a dawal to a meeting.
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The PRA Meeting
The PR.A meeting, generally, takes on the character of a local event. Community members
come and go from the PRA venue, standing around in circles and talking and laughing about
a diversity of issues.

Mapmaking

PR.A participants arc asked to collectively draw a map of the target area indicating the major
landmarks and distribution of kbanas. The term kbana causes some confusion and POs have
to explain the term repeatedly. Once the term kbana is explained, the PO usually selects
someone to draw the map or asks for a volunteer. The mapmaker is usually a young man in
his twenties or thirties. There were no instances of a female mapmaker.

The kbana cards pinned on the maps indicated name of the klJana head, husband's! father's
name and occupation. Difficulties in filling in t.he information on t.he cards were solved in
innovative ways. These included, asking nmmbbis (elderly), sending children from t.he PR.A
venue to the relevant kbtllltl or getting a copy of the voter list.

11'/ealtb Rrmking

The number of participants and the level of participation, generally, increased with the
commencement of clte Wealth Ranking. The Wcalclt Ranking was the scene of many jhogras
(quarrels). In general, participants would try to prove cltemselves to be poor and many

jbogras arose as a result. However, all jhogra.r cannot be characterized by selfish motives.
Jhogras are also a sign of participation and debate. Many jhogra.r result from participants
attempts to prO\· ide correct informacion - "What is the point of providing incorrect
information." Jbogra.r may also result from participants attempts to prove others to be very
poor.
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Survey and Preliminary Selection

POs conduct a designed-questionnaire survey of the kba11as ranked in the bottom one or two
categories during the PR..A Wealth Ranking. Although POs usc a designed questionnaire,
they do not ask questions directly from the questionnaire. In fact, POs ask indirect
questions and play ''Devil's Advocate" to extract the truth from respondents. Examples of
such questioning include:

•

I sec you have built your house with nice new tin, does your husband do any work?"

•

Did tl1cy give less wheat tlus time?

•

Bba/Ji, don't you pay kisli (installment) on Sunday?

• Did you pay tl1c loan that you had taken from PrasiUka back?
Through repeated and indirect questions, POs are actually able to extract "true" information
from respondents. Howen:r, Respondents m.ight react to such questioning, specially if they
are telling the truth already. Examples of such reactions include:

•

"what is the beta (young man) saying? I am poor but I do not get any wheat. Today's
rule is that whoe\'er has the stick is given wheat."

•

"1 do not have any income, so 1 do not have any shomili (m.icrofinancc)."

POs usc physical observations and tl1ese indirect questions to preliminarily select ultra poor
for tl1e CFPR/Tl:P programme.

Final Selection

The RSS or AC conduct the Final Selection. They visit tl1e homes of preliminarily selected
kba11as and decide whether or not to finally select them. The RSS or AC uses many of the
same techniques used by the PO during Survey and Preliminary Selection in fmally selecting
ultra poor.
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The Final Selection itself is, hmvc\·cr, debated between POs involved in earlier stages of the
targeting process and the RSS or AC conducting final Selection. POs develop a sense of
attachment to the ultra poor that they have selected. 1bey wait, expectantly, at the Area
Office for u1e AC or RSS to return from Final Selection and to hear his decisions. One of
the researchers compared the mood of the POs to students waiting for examination results.
If the PO disagrees with the RSS or AC's decision, they will debate with them and there have
been occasions when the RSS or AC has reviewed and revised their earlier decision.

Issues and Them es E m erging from PDR

T here arc several issues and themes than run throughout the stages of the targeting process.
These issues emerge from the interaction of a variety of players and institutions. -me
community expresses cenain reactions towards the entrance of BRAC into their local areas.
1be management of such a complex and multi-staged targeting process also raises certain
issues. BRAC's person on the ground- the PO- usuaUy has to negotiate and manage the
issues that arise from the interactions of BRAC and the local community.

Community Reactions

The community reactions wwards BRJ\C illustrate the local-level complexities that underlie
the whole targeting process. BRAC's entrance into a local community is not, by any means,
a straightforward and simple process. Community members develop and express a diversity
of opirllons _and emotions towards BRAC. There are two generalized and primary
community reactions towards BRAC:

•
•

Expectations of Assistance from BRAC
BRAC as an anti-Islam, pro-Bush and Christianizing O rganization

E>.pectations ofAmslmiL·t from BRAC

TI1e community expresses expectations of assistance from BRAC, throughout various stages
of the targeting process. Expectations of assistance were, most frequently, vaguely
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c~-prcsscd - along the lines of l3R.c\C

will Jo "something". Expectations were, usually, of

gomer ford (VGD cards), J!Jomiti (microunance committee), I3R.c\C school, tin for their
houses, gom-cMagol (cows-goats, i.e. assets), etc.

Expect:ttiom grO\v as a result of repeat visits from BRAC representatives. The POs visit to
selecti,·e houses after the PRA meeting raises resentment amongst the larger community and
deepens expectations amongst surveyed households. Expectations climax with the arrival of
"borv 1i/' (the AC or RSS) on his motorcycle.

BlvlC as till llllli-lslam, pro-Bush and Ch,istiani~ing Oll,ani~ation

Throughout the targeting process, several community members expressed strong suspicions
of BRAC as an anti-Islam organization. During Rapport Building, some community
members attempted w dissuade people from attending the PRA meeting by saying that they

will make Christians over there. During the PRi\ mapmaking, some community members
asked if they arc making a map to give to Bush so he can bomb the community, like Iraq.
During the survey, some community members suggested that BRAC is playing o n people's
greed to make them Christians.

The side-by-side existence of expectations of assistance and suspicions of BRAC's motives
creates an interesting situation. In some cases, one view of BR.c\C will override the other;
i.e., expectations of assistance will overrule suspicions of BRAC and community members
w~l accept assistance regardless or vice versa, and community members will refuse BRAC's

assistance.

Programmatic Issues

"ll1e management of the targeting process in\'olves several actors and institutions and, as a
result complications may arise.

Visits from the head office put the targeting process under strain. On one occasion, POs
did not conduct a designated PR1\ meeting because of a visit from the Head Office. In
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another instance, POs rushed through Rapport Building in several areas, conducted under
suess and unsatisfactorily, because senior management from the Head O ffice might attend
the PRA meeting.

Also, senior management m the Area Office often give a low priority to the CFPR/TUP
programme. ACs or RSSs often delay the Final Selection and there arc many preliminarily
selected TUP awaiting Final Selection. The POs arc often disheartened by these delays.

Further, asset-ing and targeting are taking place simultaneously in many neighbourhoods.
T lus undermines one of the objectives of the targeting, keeping BRAC's programmatic
purposes secret.

Gender I mbalances

A disturbing uend throughout the targeting process was a tendency to exclude women, not
only on the part of male community members but POs as well. There was a tendency to
exclude women during each and every stage of the targeting process. E.g.,

•

"[To tht: husbamljlt is vt:ry imponanl you aw:nd the meeting. [To the wife)

You can come, if you want" (a PO making invitations during Rapport Building).

•

" If the dattl rises lug her than the b/;at, there is a problem" (A male participant
during a PRA l\leeting).

•

"~'Vhy

do you have to talk to her, can't you just talk to me?" (Respondent's
husband during survey)

BIV\C certainly needs to do more to ensure inclusion of women during the targeting
process. POs themselves expressed an unwillingness to involve women because they have a
tendency to quarrel too much and do not always pro,ride correct information. Besides, they
are of the opinion that men know more as they spend more time outside the house.
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Celebrating Human Capabilities

·n,e targeting process brings together dh·erse streams of knowledge on poverty in selecting
the ultra poor. The process documentation has demonstrated the complexities and
complications that arise at the confluence of diverse knowledge streams. The human figures
at this confluence - community members and BRAC POs - ha\·e demonstrated tremendous
capabilities, worthy of celebration, in negotiating complications and complexities in
successfully carrying out the targeting process.

Cornmuni.ty members demonstrate considerable local knowledge and accumulated wisdom
in their participation in the targeting process. Without these contributions, the targeting
process would not be able to bring together diverse knowledge streams. Community
members have facilitated the targeting mechanism in a variety of small but important ways,
wirh seemingly minor suggestions or physical acrs of assistance.

The BRAC POs also contribute their own knowledge on poverty, accumulated through
experiences in the field, to the targeting process. POs, additionally, have to negotiate
between several difficult positions. BRAC's person on the ground has to negotiate between
community expectations of BRAC and community suspicions of BRAC and deal with
programmatic difficulties in successfully implementing the targeting process.

The successful implementation of the targeting process is, ultimately, dependent on these
t\':0

groups of actors who stand at the confluence of the knowledge streams - BRAC POs

and Cornmunity 111embers. The tremendous capability they demonstrate in successfully
implementing this process and selecting cl1e Ultra Poor is worthy of celebration.

Future Research Issues

The process documentation is a \·aluable resource for future research into a variety of issues.
The richness of the data makes it possible to conduct a variety of research activities. We
offer three research ideas below as examples:
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• The origins and sources of BRAC's image as an anti-Islam O rganisation

•

The Politics of Targeting: How the composition of participants in the PRA effect
the quality of targeting?

•

Arc there qualitative differences in the livelihoods of people excluded during the
various stages of targeting?

However, it is worth remembering tl1at the process documentation makes it possible to
explore a vast range of research topics beyond the few ideas we are offering.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODU CTION
The CFPR/TUP Programme
BRAC launched the CIJ,J/Irnging lbe Fronlurs of Povetry Reduclion/T01gtting the Ultra Poor

(CFPR/TUP) programme in 2002. 'l11e primary focus of the CFPR/T UP programme is
enabling the ultra poor to develop new and better options for sustainable livelihoods.
The CFPR/TUP programme has two broad dimensions:

•

"pushing down" the reach of development programmes through specific targeting of the
ultra poor

•

"pushing out" the domain within which existing development programmes operate by
addressing dimensions of poverty that other, more conventional development
approaches fail w address.

Targeting Process of the CFPR/TUP Programme

In order to ensure that the CFPR/TUP programme does indeed "push down" the reach of
development, I3R.t\C has instituted a targeting mechanism that combines several targeting
approaches and seeks to combine programmatic and local streams of knowledge on poverty
(r\1atin and Halder, 2002). The multi-stage and multi-dimensional targeting mechanism is
intended to identify extremely poor households t.hat will be able to participate in the
CFPR/TUP programme.
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic representation of the various stages of the targeting procedure.
1\s the figure illustrates, through each stage of the targeting process, groups of people are

selected who arc more likely to fit BRAC's targeted ultra poor profllc. 111e figure also
demonstrates how local knowledges (through t.he PRA meeting) are combined with BRAC's
local knowledge and programmatic knowledge (through targeting criteria).
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Figure I: The Stages in the CFPRITUP Targeting Process

Based on local knowledge. BRAC
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Programme.
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Prclinunarilv selected klumus
And linally ~elect Ullmas
For the CFPRITUP programme
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the spot

Process Documentation Research

BlV\C RED undertook a Process Documentation Research (PDR) of the targeting process.

Four field researchers obser\'ed several complete cycles of the targeting procedure and
documented \'arious acti,·ities and community responses during the various stages of the
targeting process.
PDR is a social science research technique that provides systematic recording of activities
and interactions of various groups involved in the field level implementation of a
programme. The research technique provides, among others, the following benefits:

• PDR is a factual chronicle of the learning process experienced

in the

implementation of a programme (de los Reyes 1984)

•

PDR contributes to the understanding of social learning processes encountered
in the field-level imprementation of projects

•

PDR is a management tool that can be used to monitor and evaluate events,
issues and problems in project implementation.

• PDR provides historical documentation that may be useful

in improving a

programme or in implementing future programmes.

•

PDR can generate future research topics relevant to programme development
and/ or enriching our knowledge and understanding of social processes.

Figure 2 below is a diagrammatic representation of the possible benefits that may be derived
from PDR research. The diagram graphically represents the points that have been made
above.

From a programmatic perspective, PDR provides an opportunity for on-going

monitOring of a project Also, it provides a rich resource for improving the programme in
subsequent cycles or replicating the programme elsewhere. From a research perspective,
PDR provides historical documentation of a programme.

This documentation is a

knowledge bank that can generate \'aried research topics and can act as a useful resource for
a variety of research issues.
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Figure 2: Possible Programmatic and Research Benefits of PDR
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PDR emerged as a useful research technique in the 1970s, specially with the PDR carried out
on a communal irrigation project in the Philippines in 1977. Subsequendy, many research
projects utilized this technique focusing on the "learning process", or the interaction
between irrigation association members and community organizers in project areas
(Cha.iong-Javier, 1978; Chaiong-J avier, 1980; Bodagdan, 1979; and Quidoles, 1980). Plan
International Bangladesh conducted a PDR on the implementation of their Child Focused
D e,-clopment Approach in different

site~

around Bangladesh in different time periods

between l\larch 2000 to June 2002.

PDR Research Team

BRAC recruited four field researchers to carry out Process Documenation Activities. The
field researchers were graduates in Anthropology.
The Field Researchers were trained during a two-day workshop conducted by Dr
Shahaduzzaman of RED.

They were trained on qualitative research in general (data

collection, data compilation, data analysis and report writing) and PDR in particular. Dr
Shahaduzzaman highlighted the importance of observing and documenting the 6 Ws (what,
who, when, where, why and how) during each and every stage of the PDR.
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After the training workshop, the field researchers went on an orientation visit to Rangpur for
a week. During this visit, the field researchers acquainted themselves with various activities
related to the CFPR/TC'P programme.

Research Methodolob"Y

The field researchers were then sent to four field sites in Durgapur, Jamalpur, Faridpur and
Tungipara.

'lbe researchers in Jamalpur and Faridpur were switched to }(jshorganj and

Gopalganj, respecth·ely, due to programmatic reasons. During their stay in these sites, the
process documentors obsen·ed and commented on the four stages of the targeting process,
namely:

•

Rapport Building

•

The PRA i\leeting and Wealth Ranking

• SurYey and Preliminary Selection
•

Final Selection

In obsen•ing and documenting the process, the field researchers used the follov,ri.ng field
research rechni9ues:

Pmtit:ipanl Obmvalion: l\fost of the data gathered in the process documentation is through
participant observation. The field researchers were participant observers in a limited sense they would jot down notes and information in their notebooks as the process took place. In
one case, the researcher was nicknamedgomda bhai (detective bhm) as he was sitting back and
obsenri.ng everything closely (2-4: 5). Field researchers would, however, become involved in
the activities themselves, speciall)· as they were introduced as BRAC employees and, at times,
POs requested their assistance.

Conversation: The field researchers relied on conversation and listening as useful techniques
for gathering information. Field researchers may have conversations playing caramboard
next to a shop, or to people gathered at the tea shop. Group discussions may take place
before, during or afrer process activities.
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lnlemttws: Field Researchers, sometimes, interviewed community members, particularly after

process activities.

Events and Activities Covered by the Process D ocwnentation

The process documenration prepared 28 reports covering 108 event and/ or activities
included in the targeting process. Each week process documentors would sent reports into
the head office.

Process documentors, generally, completed the reports in the evenings,

from their field notes made during the process. After a week, a completed report, covering
several stages of the targeting process, was mailed to the head office.

T ime fram e

'lbe process documentation covers the aforementioned number of events and activities in
various PDR sites from !\larch 19,2003 to April30, 2003.

Data Processing and Consolidation
Two data consolid:nors read and re-read all the field accounts/transcripts thoroughly several
times. The consolidators looked for general trends and patterns, as well exceptions to them,
in the different stages of the targeting process. Th.is report considers the different stages of
the targeting process separately. An area-wise discussion of the targeting process has not
been done. The consolidators collected, collated and organized the process documentation
data across aU the targeting areas covered by the PDR. The consolidators went through 28
repons with I08 process documentation on events and/ or activities that have been
documented from last week of l\Iarch through the month of April 2003 (19.3.2003).
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CHAPTER 2: THE RAPPORT BUILDING STAGE
The f!.rst step of the targeting process for the CFPR/TUP project is Rapport Building.
Rapport Building is, generally speaking, the fust point of contact between BRAC and
potentially targeted communities in the context of the CFPR/TUP project.

However,

community members may already be familiar with BRAC and its .representatives and/or they
may have knowledge about the targeting process, especially if it has taken place in a
neighbouring area recentlr.

There are three primary activities during Rapport Building. Through the Rapport Building
process, BRAC POs determine the area coverage of the targeting process; i.e., the
distribution of kbontJJ to be included. They select a venue for the PRA meeting where
community members will draw a map of the target area indicating the distribution of kbanas
and rank those kbaJuJJ by wealth. Then, they invite community members to attend the PRA
meeting and collect prel..imina.ry information about the area.

The following, therefore, constitute the Rapport Building process:

• Pre-Rapport 13uilding Contact

•
•

Determining Target Area
Selecting a PRA Venue

• Introductory Interactions
• Invitational Interactions
Rapport Building, as has been mentioned, provides the fl.rst interaction between BRAC and
community members in the context of the CFPR/TUP programme.

The community

expresses a diverse range of reactions to BRAC during this stage and throughout the
targeting process. At the end of this section, we shall discuss the various Community

Reactions recorded down by the field researchers.
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Pre-Rapport Building Contact

Pre-Rapport Building Contact between BRAC and/ or the CFPR/TUP programme and the
targeted community mar take place if: (!) the BRAC office is near the targeted area, (2)
BRAC POs arc rcCO!,>nized and familiar with the area and (3) the targeting process has taken
place in a neighbouring or nearby area recently.

The first two types of pre-Rapport Building contact (proximity of Area Office and familiarity
of POs with 1hc area) can be very useful in determining the coverage of tl1c target area and
in selecting a spot for the PRA meeting. In these instances, BRAC is knowledgeable about
the target area and can utilize that knowledge to aclUeve the targets of the Rapport Building
process most effectively. In a spot very dose to the Area Office in Tungipara, POs had
determined the target area and selected a venue for the PRA meeting even before the
Rappon Building session based on their clos.e familiarity with the spot. The only activity
during tlUs Rapport Building session was to invite people to that PRA meeting. As the PO
walked around !he community, he spoke to community members with great familiarity and
!hey talked about a variety of things, even outside the PRA meeting. (1-1: 1).

In one instance, the Rapport Building session was conducted the day after the PRA meeting
had been held in an adjacent area. l\lany women residents of tlUs area had attended that
PR.A meeting and Lhc PO had wriuen down !heir names. As a result, residents of the area
were Ycry aware of the PRA activities and, when the PO was having difficulty in determing
~1e

target area because the distribution of k/)(wa.r was confusing, they sat down in a group

with 11in1 and \'Crballr calculated the number of k!JontJS (l-3: 4).

Even limited o rganizational familiarity with tl1e area can help the Rapport Building process;
e.g., a 13Rt\C committee cha.i rperson helped the BR.AC POs in the various Rapport Building
tasks (1-4: l). In another instance, the presence of a Kantha Weaving committee provided
the BR.AC PO with a place to park IUs cycle and commence Rapport Building. (4-1: 1).

The third type of pre-Rapport Building contact, resulting from a PRA session being held at a
nearby community recently, has a mi.xcd impact. Community members might have attended
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previous meetings and, because they arc more aware of the purposes of the meeting, can
help POs in determining the target area or selecting a PRA venue. However, they might also
be more aware of BRAC's programmatic thinking. BRAC tries to keep its programmatic
purposes secret during targeting so that community wealth ranking is not distorted by raised
expectations of assistance.

In another instance, the rapport building session in an area was delayed in order to counter
the effects of a PRA session just completed in a neighbouring area. The Process
Documentation report, however, did not suggest any possible influences of that PRA
suggesting that the delay might have been successful in its purposes. (2-1 :1).

Determining the T arget Area

The target area usually covers over a hundred khanas. The first task of the PO is to
determine the boundaries of the target area and the households that should be included
within the area. BRAC POs generally use a combination of their own observations and
opinions of selected community members in determining the target area. The process takes
the following general form: a PO walks into the village and asks somebody, usually from
amongst the f!Ist community members encountered, about the boundaries of the village and

the distribution of households within the village. The POs then walk around the village and
question certain community members encountered about the number of khanas included
within a certain space. An oft-repeated question asked during the Rapport Building session,
\vlth variations. in specifics, was "how many kbanas are there from the main road to the end
of the mud road?" (4-4: 1).

POs use their own personal observations, from walking around the community, and
community opinions, from questioning community members, in determining the boundaries
of the target area. Geographical and topographical features are helpful in determining the
target area and BRAC POs use village roads, railway lines, canals and bridges to demarcate
the boundaries of the area and coverage of the area.
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There is considerable variation in the extent to which POs balance community opinions and
their own obscrntions. Some POs tend to rely a bit more exclusively on the opinions of
one or more community members and do not walk around the community before
determining the target area. For example, a PO was asking a community member, "Give us
an approximate calculation, where there is no problem if there are over a hundred khanas.''
A llllmtbbi (elderly man) walked out of a nearby house and after hearing the PO's purposes,
determined the target area for him (1 -4: 2). Other POs will walk the length and breadth of
the \·illage, knocking on every household's door and trying to develop a clear map of the
community i.n their minds, before deciding the target area.

In certain instances, POs might take assistance from community members with specialized
expertise. The PO and dle Process Documentor sat with the Amin of a community who
docs land survey work in the area. The Amin gave an approximate calculation of the number
of khanas that possibly fall under the area. He has practically everyone in the area's names in
his book. (1-5: 1).

111ere may be several difficulties that anse while determining the target area.

These

difficulties arc rcsoh-cd usually duough the PO exercising his/her judgment or through the
POs asking for advice and help from the community. For example, difficulties arise while
determining d1e target area if d1e distribution of households in confusing (when village roads
twist and wind without any apparent logic), if the number of khanas in a community is too
high or too low or the communi()' appears to well-off to be word1 conducting a PRA
session.

Some of the communities Yisited did not have prominent landmarks to demarcate
boundaries, the households were randomly distributed and the village roads twist and wind
without any apparent logic. In such cases, POs found it difficult to form effective judgments
on the target area and enlisted greater community assistance. In one case, the BRAC PO
and process documentor were walking through the twisting roads of the community and
were getting increasingly confused. Unable to get a clear map of the community in their
minds, the PO and process documentor sat with a group of women and, together, the\·
determined the target area. (1 ,3: 3).
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Difficulties also arise then the target area contains too few o r too many kba11as. In these
cases, the BRJ\C PO has to usc physical obscr:Yations and exercise his/her judgment in
demarcating the target area. A particularly small village contained only 60 o r 70 kbanas. The
PO included portions of a neighbouring village using a canal as the boundary line for the
target area (2-4: 2). t\ particularly large village contained over 300 kbanas and the BRAC PO
used his own judgment and community opinions in leaving out relatively wealthier portions
of the village from the targeted area. (4-2: 3)

Difficulties also arise when a targeted locality appears to contain too few ultra poor, judging
by the physical appearance of houses, people, etc. In one instance, BRAC POs decided not
to conduct targeting in an area because, at least in appearance, the community members
were relatively well off- they owned livestock, had tin roofs, etc (1-4: 1).

An unusually large village had been the scene of 6 PR.As and the BR.AC PO was conducting
the Rapport Builc.ling for the seventh PRA meeting. He had to identify the boundaries of
the last area targeted and proceed from there. In order to do so, the PO first found the
person who hosted the last PRA meeting that lOOk place in the village and asked him about
the last house covered br the previous PR.A session.

He then wandered around the

community, mentally de termining a target area and cstimaung, "over here we will find about

20 TUP, 8 or 10 of them will last till the Final." (4-4: 1).

Selecting a PRA Venue

1l1e BRAC POs have to select a venue for the PRJ\ meeting. There arc certain guidelines as
to the appropriate venue. The venue should be central to the targeted area, it should be
shaded, relath·ely quiet and peaceful and community members should not have any problems
with attenc.ling meetings at that venue.

POs have to rely on a blend of personal observations and community opinions in selection a
PRA venue, similar to determining a target area. POs, generally, follow in selecting a PRA
venue, analogous to the methods that arc used to determine a target area:
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•

The PO chooses a venue on the basis of the first few interactions with
community members

•

The PO chooses a venue after walking around the commurury and
collecung a range of opinions and news, and making detailed personal
observations.

POs sometimes select the PRA spot on the basis of a single conversation with the first
commUiuty member encountered. The PO generally asks the first community member
encountered for the name of a person who everyone m the village knows and respects. The
PO then Yisits that house immediately and seeks permission to hold a meeting there. The
following example typifies tius process of venue selection. In Thhakurban, Durgapur, the
PO asked the ftrst community member encountered about the households in the village and
wanted to know if there was a person who e\·eryone in the village knows and respects. lbe
community member suggested Hasen Ali's house. The PO visited Hasen Ali's place first and
spoke to him about BRAC's purposes.

Hasen r\li assured the BR.t\C POs of complete

assistance (3- 1: 2). In another instance, the first person the PO spoke to insisted that his
house be used as the PR.A \'Cnue and, further, said he would offer someone to walk around
tile village with t.he PO and Process Documcntor. The PO immediately selected that house
as the PRA ,·cnuc. (2-4: I ).

Relying on a single source of information without collecting opinions from several
communi(}· members, however, can result m difficult situations. In one instance, the PO
no.tlced that some villagers were tacirurn about the PRA invitations while others were
endlUsiascic. Furti1er investigation re,·ealed that the village was marked by enmity between
two factions and the PRA venue had been selected at the residence of a certain faction on
tl1e ad\·ice of one person belonging to tl1at faction. As a result, the PRA venue had to be
changed (2-2: I) (Sec Box on Family Vendettas and Selecting a PRA Venue: A Case from
t-lajhbari (l\laJdhya), Kotal.ipara).
Alternat.ivcly, a PO rna}· walk rhe length and breadth of the target area in selecting a suitable
PR.A venue or ther may consult, collectively, w1tl1 a group of community members who have
congregated around ti1e PO. These approaches ensure a more consensual selection of the
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PRA \·enue and, hence, increase the likelihood that a larger cross-section of the community
attends the PR.A meeting. The benefit of walking through the target area flrst is that the PO
can ensure that the location is central to the target area and that everronc is, more or less,
satisfied with t..he \·enue selected.

An interesting case arose where the PO decided to ignore community recommendations
in selecting a PRA venue. In a Hindu-dominant community, the Durga temple was proposed
as a suitable mecri.ng venue. The PO was informed that there would be no problems with
i\luslims attending and that the Durga temple was the location of most community meetings.
However, the PO ilid not select the temple as a venue but chose a tailor's shop instead (1 -2:

3).
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Introductory Interactions

The Rapport Building session is, generally, the flrst point of contact between BRAC and the
targeted community in the context of the CFPR/TUP project. BRAC POs must, therefore,
introduce themselves and their objectives during these initial interactions. 'l11e first
interaction with a community member is a crucial component of the Rapport Building
process.

The fust introductory interaction is usually with a community member encountered on the
village roads.

The community member usually in9uires about what the BRAC PO and

Process Documcnror arc doing in the community. The PO generally introduces BRAC's
objccti\·es as information collection. They say, that they arc here to conduct a jorip (surYey)
and collect information on the schools, madrassas, mosques, temples, roads in the village;
how the community members are doing; what they are doing; who is rich, who is poor, etc.

The PO also gathers necessary information through tlus first introductory interaction - such
as locating the boundaries of the village, gaining a sense of the distribution of kha11as,
collecting names of influential and respectable \'illagers and/or collecting opinions on a
suitable PR:\ venue.

The introductory interaction with a respected and influential community members is even
mo~e

the

crucial, as the conununity elite can play an important role in ensuring tl1e success of

P~-\

meeting. In these meetings, BIV\C POs arc usually careful to introduce themselves

and tl1eir objecti\'es properly and respectfully.

However, in one instance, the PO failed to introduce himself properly to a Ward Member
and was subsequently admonished by hinl. '!be member, upon seeing the BRAC PO enter,
cried out, "you have fuushed us with Palli Bidlj;'lll (rural electricity)".

In response, the PO

asked him about the occupation of most of the people in the area. The member introduced
himself and asked the PO to introduce himself too. Only then did the PO state that he has
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come from BRAC and intends to do a ;onp of the community. At t.hls point the Member
admonished the PO, "ftrst you ha,·e to introduce yourself." (4-1: 2).
POs occasionally encounter community members who are not willing co talk openly with
them. POs try to soften these community members by showing them respect as elders and
drawing parallels between them and their own family members.

An elderly lady was

unwilling to talk with the PO. The PO said to her, "I am like your son. If I was really your
son, you would sit next to me, talk to me. You should do the same with me." After t.hls, the
woman spoke to the PO freely and openly (1-3: 2).

Although the POs describe tl1e objectives of the PRA to tl1e community members, they try
and keep the programmatic objectives of the CFPR/TUP project secret.

Community

members repeatedly ask, "\Vill tl1ere be any assistance?"

BRAC POs usc se,·era1 strategies to evade t.hls guestion. Some POs describe the jorip as a
government task being carried out by BRAC. Other POs emphasize that they do not know
about programmatic purposes but higher officials at BRAC will decide what to do with ilie
information gathered through rJ1e jorip. In general, POs repeatedly emphasize, in an attempt
to

suppress expectations, that rJ1cy arc not ilicre to provide any assistance but merely to

gailier information.

There is, however, an issue with the lack of a standardized explanation for the PRA. Some
POs would offer several explanations of the PRA purposes, in response to different
communin· questions, within rJ1e same target area.

Invita tio nal Interactio ns

It is importam that the POs, through the Rapport Building process, encourage a large crosssection of the targeted community to attend the PRA meeting. A crucial component of the
Rapport Building process is inviting various community members to attend the PRA session.
There are certain community members who arc less likely to attend the meeting and POs
have to apply a certain amount of pressure to get them to attend the meeting. The POs also
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use certain terms that ha\·e a considerable impact on the effectiveness of the invitations. We
shall, therefore, also look at the vocabulary and phrasing of invitations.

BR.:\C POs emphasize invitations to respected people in the community, male community
members, lind to ,·cry poor households Gudged by the appearance of their house and
surroundings).
unable

£O

I! is interesting to note that "respected" community members arc often

attend the PRA meeting though they announce their full support and cooperation

to the PO.

1\lalc communi()• members are generally unable to attend PRA meetings because of the
tinung.

The PRA meetings are held in the morning and, generally, male community

members arc out working at these times. POs, therefore, try to emphasize the importance
that men attend. One particular PO emphasized the importance for men to attend saying
'\vomen will not be able to gi,·c correct informacion regarding everyone in the village and
they don't kJ10\v, correctly, where various things in the village arc located. It is, therefore,
extremely important for the men to be present" (1-1 :3).

The emphasised in,·itation to men, however, can be very negative as it implicitly discourages
women from attending. Women, in response to the POs comments, said "if they men go,
we do not need to attend." In other instances, tl1ough, women reacted to POs' emphases on
men stating that "the men do not really know what is happening at the various village
households, we women know much better" (1-1: 3).

Very poor households arc also less likely to attend PRA meetings because "amader km
t/;/;mgai

1/(/

01

(no one pays any attention to us). The PO usually spends more time at very poor

households, writing down their names, asking about their income, nLicrofinance membership
etc. The long corwersation and the ritual of entering their names into the BRAC diary,
accompanied by an emphasized invitation - "you must attend, we will need at you at
tomorrow's meeting" · results in an added pressure on representatives of ultra poor
households to attend the PR.A meeting.
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BRr\C POs also emphasize an egalitarian approach. When a very poor woman asked what
benefit is there to the rich if 1 attend, Lhe PO responded: "A mother loves all her children
equally. The value of the blind child and the healthy child is the same. In the same way, I
think that the rich and the poor are the same. I will invite everyone in the same way" (1-2:

4).

Occasionally, howe\·er, POs must carefully balance between raising and suppressing
expectations in order to make their invitation more appealing.

For example, when

explaining the objecti\·cs of t.he PRJ\, t.he PO might emphasize that there will be no loss but
there is a possibility of some gain from aLtending the meeting. 111e community response to
this was, "if there is gain, I can go." (1 -1: 1). In another instance, in order to encourage an
idealistic college-going youth to attend the meeting, the PO offered an explanation closely
approximating the programmatic purposes behind the targeting (see Box on A PO Reveals
Intentions Behind Targeting.

BRAC POs generally phrase the invitation as a dawal to ajonp. Interestingly, these two terms
appear to have opposite effects on a community member's desire to attend the PRA
meeting. The term dawat brings in a religious connotation; one of the process documentors
compared the round of dawals to the PRA to invitations to a milad. A PO phrased his
invitation like this, "As 1\Iusli.ms it is your duty to honour this dawat and attend tomorrow's
meeting."
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The term ;orip, however, produces a negative effect on the community. One of the process
documcntors commenced community members show a distinct lack of enthusiasm when the
PRJ\ is described as

a;onp. On the other hand, when the session is described as a meeting

where community members can discuss ccnain issues, there is much more enthusiasm and
excitement. The in\'itation might be more effective if phrased as a dawal to a nmting rather
than to a;onp.

Community R eaction s to BRA G

Rapport Building is the first stage of contact between BR.AC representatives and local
communities in the context of the CFPR./TUP programme. The community expresses a
di\·crsc range of reactions to BR.AC's entrance into their communities. These reactions a.re
expresses tluoughout the targeting process, by \'arious community members and in various
forms.

The process documentation shows three major categories of community reactions to BR.AC.
These categories ha"e been tided:

•

Confusions

•

Expectations

•

Suspicions

In tlus section, \ve shall discuss d1cse diverse local reactions to BR.AC's entrance into a
communi[)'· During subsel)Uent stages of the targeting process, these community reactions
change and e\·oh·e, as BR.AC representatives repeatedly visit the community over the period
of fou.r days. In our discussions, we shall look ahead to stages of the targeting process that
ha\'e not yet been iliscussed in detail.

Co nfus io ns

Communi!)' members often confuse BIV\C representatives

for representatives of

goYCrnment o r other organizations. Communi!)• members most frequently confuse BR.AC
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representatives for government officials, usually government surveyors carrying out a blmmi

jonp Qand survey) and, less often, represemaci\'CS of Palli Bid1Jwl (rural electricity). These
confusions, most probably, arises because POs usc the term jonp to describe the PRA
activities and/ or try to pass of these activities as "shorkari" (government).
This confusion leads, most frequently, to a hostile reaction. For example, a Ward Member
upon seeing the BRAC PO, exclaimed "you arc f.tnishing us with Palli Bid1JJI(t." (1-1: 1).
Also, most community members have unpleasant memories of previous bh11111i jorips,
specifically of losing portions of their land and/ or paying large bribes

to

have their lands

recorded. For example, a woman exclaimed during Rapport Building, "To record one kanlha
of land takes 500 takas."

In another instance, during the PRA l\1eeting, a woman walked onto the PRA meeting and
cried out, "I did Ekslalion jonp Qand survey) once and became fakir (destitute). What more

jonp?' A woman joined the meeting and asked what is happening and responding when she
was informed its a jonp . .The PO lat.er found out that she had to sell half her lands for bribes
to keep the rest of her land (2-1:6).

Commwuty members ha,·e also associated BRAC with the ruling party. This may also be
linked to POs trying ro pass off targeting activities as

a

government task forced upon them.

During Rapport Building, a community member commented, "We usually vote for Boat in
dus region. The new go,·crnment is going to give us some relief so that we vote for Sheaf of
Paddy next time." (2-2: 3). In anotl1er instance, during tl1e PRA meeting, some commwlity
members pl~ying ''caramboard" commented that the map was being made so that the BNP
can find the poor, help them and win some votes (4-4: 7).

There have been other and ,·aricd commwlity confusions and misconceptions of BRAC.
For example, commututy members had asked if BRAC and the PR.A activities were "adam

bapan·r babshd' (manpower business).

These commututies have probably had previous

experiences 'vith labour contractors and manpower traders.
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Expectations

The most frequent!)' expressed reactions to 13RAC's enuance into a community were
vaguely-expressed expectations of assistance.

These expectations grow as BRAC

representatives repeatedly visit a community over a period of four days. Expectations climax
with the Final Selection stage and the arrival of the AC or RSS ("boro sir') by motorcycle into
the community.

Communi£)· members arc convinced tl1at 13R:\C is going to offer assistance: "They are
writing down names. They will give 'relief" (3-2: 3). However, tl1ey arc not equally certain
about the content of the assistance. They usually take the form: BRAC will do "something".

Due

tO

this uncertainty, communi£)' members usually phrase tl1ei.r expectations as questions.

For example, "You musr be giving somctlung?" or "Can't BRJ\C do somcclling for ran··gl)llri
(widow~)?"

In their responses, POs ha\·c to keep the true programmatic intentions behind

the targeting secret.

Community members do, however, try to guess at the content of ilie assistance iliat will be
provided. The most fre<.juendy expressed expectation is of gomer mrd (VGD cards). As POs
walk through a commUJuty duri.rlg Rapport Buildi.rlg, comments can be heard from various
corners, ''c-ard dibain?'

(will you give cards?).

Other expectations i.rlclude, sbomilis

(micro finance comnuttecs), gom-d;bagol (cows-goats, i.e., livestock assets), tin for houses and,
jn a few instances, 13IV\C schools.

Expectations arc expressed differently separate each stage of tl1e targeting process. During
Rapport Building, POs try and emphasize that ilicy are here to merely collect information,
d1ey are not here to provide direct assistance.

Expectations, howC\'Cr, persist and arc expressed even before ilic start of the PRA meeting.
For example, wltilc the PR:\ participants arc gathering one of tl1e participants asked ilie field
researcher, "Apa, I have heard, ilirough the air (um um bbab~) iliat you will help, you will
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give a lot of tlungs. I think you will give something but you are not telling. I understand.
111cy have told you at the office not to tell us" (1-3:6).

'!be two primary PR.A activities arc mapmaking and wealth ranking. During both of these
stages there arc

jho._~raJ

(quarrels) springing from expectations of assistance. During

mapmaking, community members believe tllat if tllcy get tlleir name written on tlle cards for
separate kbmuu they might receive assistance. For example, participants quarrel to have their
or their neighbours' names placed as separate kbanaJ and passers-by check to see if their
names have been included.

There are also expectations surrounding the coloured cards on which names of kbana heads
are written. These expectations arc linked to expectations of VGD cards. For example, in
one meeting, a participant asked, "Are you going to give us these cards? We did not get
wheat cards this time" (1-2: 10).

During Wealth Ranking, community members believe that if they are ranked in the bottom
wealth categories they might receive assistance. As a result there are frequentjbograJ around
attempts to place one's kbana in a bottom category.

Expectations of assistance are not necessarily linked with a demand for assistance. The
community might expect assistance from BRAC, but not welcome tllat assistance.

For

example, during Rapport Building, a community member commented, "I think they are
going to

giv~

money, goats, cows to some people. BRAC does not have the right to give.

Allah has the right to gh·c." (2-4: 3).

'lbe PRA meeting heightens expectations of assistance amongst community members, that
arc expressed during the Sun·e}' and Preliminary Selection stage. To provide one example
among many, a communi.£)• member asked the BRAC PO, "you spent all day yesterday
yapping (bbot bbot korlm), will you give us anything?" (2-1: 9).

During the survey, POs visit kbtwas ranked in the bottom one or two wealth categories. As a
result, surveyed kbtllltiJ have heightened expectations of assistance and kbanaJ excluded from
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the surveyed express rescnunent and disappointment. The PO

IS

frequently questioned

during Rapport l3uilding, "why h:n-en'l you come to our house?"

Expectations climax with the enu-y of the AC or RSS into the community, on his
motorcycle, during Final Selection. The community immediately identifies the AC or RSS as
boro sir (big sir).

As tJ1e AC or RSS walk around tJ1e community, visiting preliminarily

selected kbanm, groups of people tend to form and neighbours tend to congregate ar
preliminarily selected kbanas.

Although expectations of assistance most ofren lead to community members trying to prove
ilieir poverty, in some cases communi!)' members try and emphasize their self-respect and
self-wortJ1. For example, in response to a yuestion regarding kisli during tJ1e Survey and
Preliminary Selection, a woman said, "! never took a loan in my life.

Nobody gives us

anything and we don't ask for anything." She told the PO tJ1at she has to spend her time
looking after her children and she makes fishing nets for some additional income (1-2: 13).

In anotJ1er instance, also during tJ1e Survey and Preliminary Selection, a woman requested
tJ1c PO repeatedly to gh·c her a job. She emphasized tJ1at she docs not want just assistance
or money. She also expressed her desire to come to I3RAC to seck legal assistance as she has
some problems with land at her mother's residence (1-2: 14).

Suspicions

Along with expectations of assistance, d1c community most frequently expresses deep
suspicions of BRAC and its motives. 'l11cse suspicions are generally along ilie lines of
BRAC being an anti-I slam, Christianzing and pro-Bush and pro-America organisation.
These suspicions peaked during tJ1e Iraq Invasion, resulting in several ugly siruations
involving BRAC representatives and community members (see Box on BR.AC as an AntiIslam Organisation: A Case from Chorkhuli, Kotalipara).

These community perceptions of BR.AC have been reported from all PDR sites and were
expressed in all stages of targeting. Community suspicions were expressed in a variety of
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ways and thro ughout the targeting process. Direct accusatio ns were leveled against BRAC,
including I3RAC's u11cntion to com·cn people to Christianity, giving the PRJ\ Map to Bush
so that he could bo mb the community Like Iraq, B.Rr\ C is distributing Bush's mo ney and the
somewhat vaguer accusatio n that I3RAC says ant.i-lslarnic things.

BRAC as an Anti-Islam

Organization:~ caic;,~o~~i ~-h~rkh'!li, ~~~~~:· ·~;· ,

•
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t\ somewhat paradoxical situation exists in the targeted communities: community members

expect assisrancc willie, simultaneously, holding deep suspicions regarding BRAC's activities.
The following three incidents ha\·e been presented to highlight the complexities in
co mmunity reactions to BRAC, intermingling Suspicions, Expectations and Confusions.

A h11-:::..oor had warned community members agajnst attending the PRA meeting after POs had
completed Rapport Building. He tOld villagers that BRt\C converts people to Christianity.
Women dri\·e cycles over there and that they will take your land

(1-1:<)).

A woman

participant at the PRA meeting informed the researcher of the h11zoor'1 warning. The woman
went on to tell the researcher, "a lot of people did not come out of fear. I sneaked away to
the meeting, CJWCtly. Besides, I Jon't have any land, I don't have any fear. Actually, nothing
happened ac the meeting that was frightening. And I am thinking, if the poor get some help,
then it will be \·ery good. So I came to the meeting." (1-1: 6)

At another meeting, participants expressed their disagreement with what "people in tl1e
village" (k<!J·ek /Jeda) arc saying "This is Bush's help. Bush is helping with money to make
people Christian". The participants said, "we, of course, did not believe this, because you are
t-.1uslim. E\·en if you don't have faith in religion, how arc we to have faith? Maybe you
won't be stopped today, but on the Day of Judgment (hashorerdin) you will be stopped." (13: 6) 1\t the end of the meeting, someone commented, "Apa, I have heard that this is
Christian's bclp? It is being given to make us Christian. 1 say, that as long as we get help it
does not matter whose help. The important thing is living decently." (1-3: 10)

PRA participants, sometimes, defended BRAC's activities to people who would walk on to
the PR..-\ meeting and criticize BRt\C activities. In one instance, a villager walked on to the
mapmaking process and asked, "Arc you placing houses down to bomb us?" Evet)'One
laughed. 1\ woman participant said, "It will be good if they bomb us, we will die together."
He kept coming back and forth between the meeting and Ius work in the field. Next time,
he said, "They arc taking down the addresses of our homes and lands and they are going to
gh·e it to Bush." E\·cryone replied, "if we had land, they could give it [addresses]." A young
man addressed the man, "Cba,·ha, you are quite greedy. You are not working your land
properly, and coming over here again and again. Who asked you to come here?" The man
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got very angry and said, "All of you have left all your work and are situng here. Aie they
going to give you money? There is no money for you here." (1 -4: 6).

During the mapmaking process of another PRA session, an elderly man came to the PRA
venue and commented, "We know these conspiracies.

Nobody give them your names.

None of us have any relations to sbomtlll over here. I have seen politics, don't want to see
anymore. BRAC says ami-Islam things."

He went on talking in a loud voice. At one stage,

when evCl)'One fell silent, one of the participants said, "Okay, don't include his name." The
PO tried to explain to the elderly man tl1at he was merely collecting information and, when
the man refused to lc tl1e PO talk, he said, "You stop. Listen to me. Why do you get angry
without listening to me. Let me speak."

The man left after a while, not having accepted

anyone's explanations. (4-3: 11)

As these examples suggest, community reactions to BRAC are varied and somewhat
conflicting. Suspicions and expectations are almost always expressed vaguely, in a somewhat
confused fashion, reflecting the fact tl1at the community can only guess at BRAC's "real"
intentions.

Further, tl1e same community member may hold deep suspicions of BRAC's

motives and activities but still have expectations of assistance and lobby for assistance.
Confusions, exrectations aml suspicions intertwine with each other reflecting deeply

ambivalent community reactions and atutudes towards BRAC cluoughout the various stages
of the targeting process.
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CHAPTER 3: THE PRA MEETING
Rapport Building sets Lhe stage for the PR.A meeting. Through Rapport Building, BRAC
POs designated the area coverage, chose a venue for the meeting and invited community
members to the meeting at a designated lime. 13RJ\C representatives commonly refer co the
PRA meeung as a ;onp, or sun·ey. The prunary purposes of this ;orip are to get community
members, in a parucipatory fashion, (I) draw a map of the Yillage chat shows the number
and distribuuon of kbtmas :tnd (2) to rank those kbtmas by wealth.

The process documentors, generally, arrive at the PR.A venue half-an-hour to an hour before
the scheduled start of the meeting. They follow the process all the way tluough to its final
concluston and stay in Lhe community after tl1e POs ha,·e left in order to collect community
responses and optruons. In this report, we shall describe the following aspects of the PIV\
process:

•

Build up

•

The :\lapmaking Proces:;

•

The \Vcalth Ranking Process

tO

the PR:\ meeting

h is won.h noung that these arc chronological stages to the PRJ\ meeting - participants and
BR.:\C POs am,·e to the spot, set up the PRJ\ meeting, participants draw a map of the

\'illage indicating the distribution of kbmws, the kba11c11 arc ranked by wealth and the meeting
ends.

The PRJ\ mecung is cructal to Lhc targeting process as it is tluough this process chat
commuruty knowledges on poverty arc incorporated with other knowledge streams in
idenofying the ultra poor. The composition of the meeting and the level of participation in
the meeting is, therefore, crucial to understanding the specific community knowledge stream
the targeting process is drawing upon.
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An observation of the process documentation has been the exclusion of women from
participating in the targeting process throughout the targeting stages, not just at the PRA
meeting. After we discuss procedural stages to the PRA Meeting, we shall, therefore, discuss
the issue of Gender Imbalances.

Build up to the PRA Meeting

The process documentors, generally, arrive at the PRA venue half an hour to an hour before
the scheduled start of the meeting, usually 8 or 9 am.

In general, they find the venue

prepared to host the meeting: pt~tis and madurs have been spread out and
have been placed.

~tools

and chairs

There have, however, been a few instances where POs have asked

participants and community members to bring out pat1l or madurs.

In two instances, the meeting was not held the day after the Rapport Building session. One
occasion was due to a government holiday on March 26. In another case, the meeting was
delayed by a day because of the Bengali New Ycar (April 14). However, the meeting did not
take place on April t s•h, the scheduled day. When the POs came to the pre-selected PRA
venue on April 16, the host said, "Everyone was waiting on the fifteenth." In response the
POs said, "Our boss suddenly came from Dhaka, that is why we could not hold the
meeting." The community, however, prepared for the meeting and a girl spread out a cbol
and swept the yard and, soon, a crowd had grown around the venue (4-4: 4)

In majority. of the cases, the process documentor is the first to arnve at the venue.
Community members state they are waiting for the POs to arrive before joining the meeting.
Some people start corning to the venue, seeing that the process documentor has arrived.

There haYe been a few instances where most of the community did not remember the
meeting. One such instance might be explained by a one-day delay between Rapport
Building and PRA sessions due to the government holiday on March 26 (2-2: 5). The
weather might have an adverse impact on attendance. In a PRA meeting in Kishoreganj, the
attendance was quite low because there was a lot of rain (4-5: 22).
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In another instance, the community in general and women in particular were ignorant of the
planned meeting. The process documenror offered the following explanation for their
ignorance: the invitations to the meeting were given to households along the boundaries of
the \·illage anti the invitations were specifically to male community members (2-2: 3).

In most cases, participants and community members do not express any dissatisfactions over
the PR.A \·enuc. Two exceptions, however, stand out: a community member complained
that she would not go to the venue because the host "cannot get along with people (doslvon

nie ,·bolq 1111). She is \'cry selfish. A few days ago the BRAC bbais had brought;eu~i. Three kg.
She didm give us any" (2- l: .J.).

1n another .instance, the process documentor went to a portion of the target area that had
expressed dissatisfaction onr the part of the village in which the PRA was being held.
People in that area did not show any interest in attending the PRA meeting.

The process

documentor found that community members in that region did not express much interest in
anending the meeting (2-4: 4).

E\·en when there arc community criticisms, the PRA venue is rarely changed.

It was

changeJ in only one case, where it was found that the meeting was hidden from view by too
many trees. The venue was relocated to a nearby house so that passers-by could see the
meeting and participate if they so chose.

-~·hree

POs arrive at the PRA venue just about in time for the scheduled start of the meeting

8 or 9 am. In one instance, POs were delayed because they could not find the PRA venue.
The POs diYi.Je up the PR.A. tasks between them.

One of the POs will introduce and

facilitate the meeting, doing most of the talking. The two remaining POs will arrange the
eyuipment, write down kbantl names on cards during the mapmaking, copy down the map in
a registry copy, etc. Once the POs arrive at the venue, participants start joining the meeting

in greater numbers.

Participants arri\·e in groups of two or more and women and men separately. Groups of
women often join the meeting with small children on their laps. Throughout the meeting,
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participants co me and go - 1ouung, leaving and re-joining the meeting several times
throughout the PR.A meeting. Figure 3 and Figure 4 below illusuate the typical comings and
goings of participants from the PRA venue. The figures demonsuate the unsteady level of
participation throughout the meeting.

Figure 3: Arrival Patterns A! Area Office Spot, Kotalipara
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Figure 4: Arrival Patterns at Sonargati, Kotalipara
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Participants offer varied excuses for leaving the meeting, even if for short periods of time.
Excuses offered by women include, "1\Iy husband has come back from abroad", "the rice is
on the stove", "I am hungry", "when my husband returns from the fields, he will be angry",
"I have a pain in my waist, I can sit for very long", etc. (2-1: 6). Men have to leave because
they have left work in the field, or have to go to the bazaar or continue ferrying vegetables,
etc.
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The PRA meetings arc ahvays delayed, by about half-an-hour to an hour. The most frequent
reawn for tlclays is tl1at there are not enough participants present. BRAC POs occasionally
go around the communit)' trying

tO

"round up" part..icipams for the meeting. Frequently,

meetings arc delayed because there arc not enough male participants present (for a more
detailed discussion sec the section on Gender Imbalances on p. 39) . Shahanara, the host of a
PIV\ meeting and considered selfish by some community members, took it as a personal
imult that there were so few participams at the start of tl1e meeting (2-1: 4).

Ho,ve,·er, in one instance the BRAC POs starred work with a very low attendance - about

10/12- with tl1e reasoning, "lets start work, once we start lots of people will come". The
weather was looking rather ominous, it was very dark and cloudy and the attendance was
poor as a result. (4-2:4).

There may be more unusual reasons for delays in the meeting. In one instance, the meeting
was delayed because the POs had difficulty in locating tl1e PR.A venue. In anotller case, the
meeting was delayed because of a jbo,~ra in a house adjacent to the venue. The POs were
concerned that the meeting would not take place as a result of the ;hogra. One of the POs
\Vent to a tcashop where community members do adda and invited more people. The POs
also instructed tl1c. chairperson of a 13Iv\C microfmancc committee to call more people.
Very shortly, twent-y more people arrived at tl1e PRA venue. Once tlle ;f;ogra ended, even
more people joined tl1e meeting ( 1-·l: 4).

The POs start the meeting by laying out tl1e PIV\ equipment - coloured cards, pins, pens,
notebooks, a stick to draw tl1e map witl1, etc. The POs tllank people for attending the
meeting. They introduce tlleir activity as a jorip and describe, in tlle same terms as in the
Rapport Building stage, tl1e purposes of thcjonp. The PO in Tungipara emphasizes that the

jorip is taking place all O\'er tl1e country and in various pans ofTw1gipara: "just like there is a
surYey happening here tod:~y in your village, surveys have been carried out in other parts of
Tungipam. Tlus work has also h:~ppened in various parts of Bangladesh." (1-3: 7).
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The Mapmaking Process

The ftrst task of the PRA meeting is to draw a map of the target area indicating the
distribution of khanas within the area. One of the POs explains the mapmaking task, paying
particular attention

to

explaining the term kha11a. The PO then asks a participant, or asks for

a volunteer amongst the participants, to draw an outline of the target area on the ground
with a stick, placing major landmarks such as roads, ponds, bridges, canals, etc.

The PO then asks the participants to locate each kbana on that map. One of the POs writes
down the name of the kbana head, father's name in case of men and husband's name in case
of women, and occupation of the kbmw head down on a piece of coloured card. The card is
pinned to the kbn11a's location on the map. After all tl1e kbanns have been placed, one of the
POs copies the map clown on brown paper or in a registry notebook.

'l11e cards arc

collected together, and the POs begin the wealth ranking process.

POs need

to

introduce and explain the mapmaking process

to

participants.

POs spend

considerable time explaining the term kba11a, explaining that for every stove there is a kbana.
Confusions, however, tend to persist.
their confusion: "If they cat;itda,

jg

During the mapping process, participants express

it a separate kha11a?" or "If they sell their land and leave

for somewhere else, will it be a separate kbana?" etc. (2-2: 7). After the PO repeatedly
explained the term kbana, stressing that "each ,·!J11Ia (stove) is a separate kbana", a woman
said, "then we haYe tllree kbtm,u, we have tluee tb11/as (a!Jil'!,O dmla teenkban)." (2-4: 8)

In one instance, a well-dressed male participant got upset at having the term explained to

him repeatedly: "Are we uneducated that we do not understand anything. We work for a
living, we understand everytll.ing." (1-2: 8).

POs also emphasise that they include all kbtmas. One PO instructed the meeting, "If there is
a case, where a woman lives with her brotl1cr and cats separately, her name must be included
as a separate kbana" (1-3: 7). POs generally emphasise to participants that they must make
sure to include those kbwws tllat are female headed, women who are working in other's
houses or living by themselves next to otl1er people's houses.
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POs generally $pend sometime introducing rhe terms and explaining the process to those
presem.

There was, howe\'er, o ne PRA session where the POs rushed tluough the

inuoductory and explanatory speech and sutrteJ the meeting with just a few wo rds along the
lines of: "\Ve arc doing a kbtllltl jotip. One stove, one kba11a. We will draw a map o n the
ground" (2-4: 6).

Once tl1e PO has explained the term k.bc111t1 and the mapmaking process, a participant is
sclecteJ

10

be the mapmaker. The mapmaker is, without exception, male. Generally, the

mapmaker is a young man in Ius twent.ies or thirt.ies and moderately educated. In some
instances, a respected nnd influential pnrticipant had been asked to draw a map.

In o ne

unilJUe situat.ion a boy, 8 or 10 years old, was asked to draw the map.

:-.lost of the m.tpmakcrs arc }·oung men in their 1:\venties and thirties who are, usually,
educated. To gi,·e a few examples from many, the mapmaker in l\laddhyapara, Kishoreganj
was an S.S.C. examinee; in Charkandi, Tungipara, college-going student Delwar drew the
map ( !-3 anJ 4-4 respectively); a young man in his thirties drew the map in Talwla,
Kishorcgnnj.

POs arc often persuast,·c in asking respected and influential villagers to draw ilie map. A
schoolteacher wanted to leave the mectmg as the meeting had been delayed from 8
am and the school day was starting.

a111

to 9

However, he was persuaded to stay and start tl1e

meeting. T he POs asked "sir" to drnw the map and, after he agreed, iliey gave him a stick
l111d insuuctions o n the area covered by the map.

The schoolteacher took everyone's

assistance in complering tl1e map. The mapmaking process, as conducted b y ilie POs and
the schoolteacher, fmished without any major luccups (I -2: 7).

In one intere$ting instance, the POs selected an 8/10 year old boy to draw tl1e map.
However, dte mapdrawing itself was dominated by a small group of young men and the
"main assistant" was a young man called Shahidul Islam. Shahidul Islam was having a hard
cin1c remembering a lot of community members' names, their fathers' or husbands' names,
etc. as he had been o utside me village for a long period o f time. The participants found this
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funny, and commenced amongst themselves, "a boy from the village, but he does not know
anything." (2-4: 6).

-l11e mapmaker may be changed, if the participants express dissatisfaction with him/her. A
mapmakcr was making mistakes and leaving out kbanas. The participants got angry with him
and scolded him. When the PO tried to intervene, a participant yelled at the mapmaker,
"Hey boy (chbem), you shut up. You arc leaving out this house, that house. Why did you
take the stick?" (4-2: 6). The participants chose a new mapmaker. In another instance, the
mapmaker suggested changing himself, saying "I cannot say anything about that part of the
village." (4-3: 5).

Disagreements, confusions and mistakes arc frequent during the mapmaking process.
Confusions and disagreements arise, most commonly, over the term kbana and over whether
or not someone should be included in an existing kba11a or qualifies to have his/her own

kbana. Questions of whether or not an individual belongs to somebody else's kbana might be
hody debated. A woman wanted a relative of hers to be placed in a separate kbana. Her
relative is a widow. While it is true she lives with her father and they eat from the same

kbana, there are frequent jbogras between them. The father has told the widow, in no
uncertain terms, that from next month he will not continue to feed her. The POs did not

place her in a separate kbana, though they expressed regret over their decision a few days
later when they found out the desperate conditions under which the widow lives (2-6: 8).
There are also more unusual confusions, such as whether or not the village pagfa (madman)
qualifies to _have his own khana.

The continuous comings and goings of people through the PRA venue cause difficulties and
disruptions. In one instance, the mapmaking was disrupted by participants and community
members stepping on to the map and destroying rhe cards and the pins (2-4: 6). This coming
and going can, howe,·er, be advantageous. People would discover, as they walk into the
meeting, that their kbana has been left out (Sec Box on a Mapmaking Plagued by Mistakes).

There are also difficulties in remembering father's or husband's names, specially when they
have been deceased for a while.

POs and participants would ask for assistance from
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funny, and commented amongst themselves, "a boy from the village, but he does not know
anything." (2-4: 6).

The mapmaker may be changed, if the participants express dissatisfaction with him/her. A
mapmaker was making mistakes and leaving out khanas. The participants got angry with him
and scolded him. \Vhcn the PO tried to intervene, a participant yelled at the mapmaker,
"Hey boy (chhmr), you shut up. You arc leaving out this house, that house. Why did you
take the stick?" (4-2: 6). The participants chose a new mapmaker. In another instance, the
mapmaker suggested changing himself, saying "I cannot say anything about that part of the
village." (4-3: 5).

Disagreements, confusions and mistakes arc frequent during the mapmaking process.
Confusions and disagreemems arise, most commonly, over the term khana and over whether
or not someone should be included in an existing khana or qualifies to have his/her own
kha11a. Questions of whether or not an individual belongs to somebody else's kha11a might be
hotly debated. A woman wanted a relative of hers to be placed in a separate khana. Her
rclatiYe is a widow. While it is true she lives with her father and they eat from the same
kbana, there arc frequent jhogras between them.

111e father has told the widow, in no

uncertain terms, that from next month he will not continue to feed her. The POs did not

place her in a separate khana, though they expressed regret over their decision a few days
later when they found out the desperate conditions under which the widow lives (2-6: 8).
There are also more unusual confusions, such as whether or not the village pagla (madman)
qualifies to _have his own kbana.

The continuous comings and goings of people through tl1e PRA venue cause difficulties and
disruptions. In one instance, the mapmaking was disrupted by participants and community
members stepping on to the map and destroying tl1e cards and tl1e pins (2-4: 6). This coming
and going can, however, be advantageous. People would discover, as they walk into the
meeting, that their kbana has been left out (Sec Box on a Mapmaking Plagued by Mistakes).

There are also difficulties in remembering father's or husband's names, specially when they
have been deceased for a while.

POs and participants would ask for assistance from
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POs can also encourage the participants to correct the mapmaker by saying things like,
"l\tistakcs can, of course, happen. All of you must correct them. Tlus is why we are having
me meeting with all of yo u, and we haven't sat with just one person" (4-2: 5). POs might
also calm people down, if mey participate too vocally or loudly. In one instance, me PO
asked participants who were yelling ramer loudly while reminding me mapmaker of khana
names, "CIJad;i, don't talk so much. If you arc left out, renlind me mapmaker." (4-3: 5).

Panicipams try to make the entire PRA process a fun event by making a variety of
humourous and witty comments. For example, PO would ask, "Is he a day labourer?" The
participants would reply, "No. He is a night labourer." They would ask, "What does he eat
me days he docs no work?" 'll1e participants would reply, "He cats leaves." (2:1 8).

The humour and wit are, often, associated with a disinterest wim PRA activities.

For

example, three BR.AC schoolteachers were amongst the participants at a meeting. A few of
me men present would be witty and humorous

tO

attract the attention of BRAC school

teachers and to make mem laugh. The schoolleachers themselves were not participating in
the PRA activities. The process documentor noted mat they appeared to be present out of a
sense of obligation towards 13R.AC rather than in a genuinely participatory spirit. At me end
of the meeting, they spoke to the POs and said, "/lssalamtllikum Sir, won't you go to our
house?'' and left quickly. (2-6: 5). ln another case, me process documentor commented on
the presence of three 15-17 year old girls who were more interested in the male POs then in
the PRA activities (2-1: 6).

Towards me end of me mapmaking process, boredom sets in amongst the participants.
Several participants start complaining that they have been sitting here [at the meeting] for so
long and that they have wasted their tin1e. They start leaving or making excuses to leave the
meeting. The POs attempt to persuade them to stay on, saying that there is still very
important work left. Some of them, however, leave.

Referring back to Figures 1 and 2, a

dip in the number of participants can be noticed just before the start of the wealth ranking
process.
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Once all the k!Jtllms ha\·e been placed on the map, one of the POs copies the map down on
brown paper.

,\nother PO collects and piles up all the cards that contain names,

fnthcr's/husbanJ's name and occupation of

kbtllltl

heads.

The third PO explains and

introduces the wcahh ranking process.

The Wealth Ranking Process

POs commence the mapmaking process after having collected all d1e cards, representing the
nrious kbana.r, in the \·illagc together. 1\n example of a more or less typical introduction to
the wealth ranking pcocess has been reproduced. In this instance, me PO began by asking,
"Docs everyone in tJ1e village maintain a similar lifestyle?" \Vhen the participants answer
"No," t11c PO continues, "A few people arc doing well, they have money and they can do
alright. Other people are poor, a few people might have nothing. Now, you will make four
divisions. 1110sc who do \.,·ell,

}'OU

will place m category number 1, those who are a little

worse off in category 2, worse than that into category 3 and those who have nothing, you

will

pl:~ce

in category 4." After explaining t.hc process and the issue very well, the wealth

ranking process began. (I -3: 8).

1bc POs usc vanous terms to characterize these categories. One of U1c POs uses the terms
"first class," "second class," "third class" and "fourth class" to distinguish between t.he
\'arious caccgones (2-2: 7). For the first category, other terms include, "borv lake", "Ibocbbol',

"oboi/b(l bb,do," etc.

For cl1c fourth and, if it exists, fift.h categories, i.e., t.he poorest, t.he

f<?llowing terms arc used: "k/)f(dro gan!/', "nisiJbo", "osbobm", "mora garib", "bbikk/)l(k", etc.

TI1c POs begm the wealth ranking process by asking participants ro divide the kbanas inro
four or fi\·c catcgones irucially. "!be POs then ask participants ro divide the last kbana into
two further categories (unisb bi1b kom), where one is slightly better off t.han t.he other is. In
one unusual instance, the POs had the participants uniJIJ biJIJ both category 4 and category 5.
At the end o f the wcalcl1 ranking process, the kbanaJ arc ranked into 5 or 6 wealt.h categories.
The last category, or the last rwo categories arc preliminarily selected for t.hc CFPR/TUP
project.
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There is often a considerable amount of disa!,rrecment generated over which category a
particular kbtllltl should fall under and the issue may be very hotly debated amongst
participants. These conflicts may be quite mouvated, with participants eager to have their
own names placed in the poorer categories. This is motivated by the firm belief that those
placed in the poorest category will receive some form of rud. These conflicts can become
guite serious and ugly (sec Box on Wealth Rankingjbogras).

These j1Jo._~ms arc not always motivated by selfish purposes. More unusual cases, however,
arise when individuals wish to place others in a poorer category. Sharifa was arguing that a
particular kbana should be placed under category 3, not category 2. A man commented on
Sharifa's insistence: "you have a lot of pity for people." Sharifa responded, "Whats wrong
'vith crying for other people?" (1-3: 9). "This particular meeting was characterized by a lot of
disagreements and jbogras. The PO was repeatedly saying, "why arc you fighting so much?
Nothing is going to be given over here." Inc participants replied, "whether or not you give
us anything, we have

£O

tell you the truth. Whats the point of making false calculations?" (1-

3: 9).
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Disagreements OYer which category a particular household belongs to are somtimes resolved
by the arriYal of a respected and influential community member, whose judgment is trusted
by the participants.

Kamrual bhai, one such respected community member, was late in

attending the PR..\ meeting. Participants were of the opinion that Kamrul bhai will be able
to rank the one or two problematic kiJmws.

When Kamrul bhai arrived, he ranked the

kballtl.nvit h no objections from the participants. (1- 1: 5).

As the above examples demonstrate, jbogras or dominance by a respected and influential
community member does not necessarily compromise the participatory process - the end
results might still be consensual. r\n unusually participatory Wealth Ranking was observed
in Kakoibunia, Tungipara. The participants ranked the k.banas by consensus, expressing a
form of disinterest (tacbbillota) when discussing wealthier families ("He has a job. They do
well.") as contrasted with a sense of unity and emotion when discussing poorer families. For
example, when a name is mentioned, "Jiiisb! Its so difficult with tAvo daughters" or "So
much pain and hardship with so many children." (1-2: 8). The unity of the participants, both
111

their distance and disinterest from the wealthy and their sense of oneness with the poor,

ensured a smootl1, participatory Wealth Ranking, uninterrupted by jbogras.

The PO facilitates the meeting by questioning the reasoning behind the categorization and
stepping in to resolve conflicts. The POs facilitation style varies according to the context
and the personality of the PO. POs, generally, question participants as to why a particular

.kbana should be placed in a particular wealth ranking and, thereby, tries to ensure that the
wealth ranking is more or less consistenL

The POs must rake a more direct role, however, when conflicts and disputes arise. Some
POs assume an authoritarian tone and "scold" participants.

For example, the PO in

Charkandi, Tungipara, stopped ;Ziogms with a dbomok (scolding), "If you talk so much, is it
possible to do work?"

The same PO also scolded a participant for responding to the

question, "what is your occupation?" by saying "I do not do anything." The PO said, in the
tone of a dbomok, "not doing anything is not an occupation." (1-3: 8). The PO also scolded
the participants for confusions over tl1e wealth ranking of a household: "What people?
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Bengalis don't understand anything. Once they sar second category, chen they say four. A
person from your area, you should know ho\\' he is doing." (4-2: 7).

Once the PR.A session is completed, and the kiJanas ranked by wealth, the POs choose the
lase category, or the lase two categories for a questionnaire survey. This questionnaire survey
yields the preliminarily selected CFPR/TUP clients.

The wealth ranking itself is most commonly carried out on the basis of the following criteria:
people who own a fair amount of land, haYe a salaried job, have a tin or pukka house, own
cows, goats or other li,·escock or own power tiller, rice mill, etc. are considered wealthy. On
the other hand, landless people or people who own nothing outside their homestead; work
as day labourers, small traders or beg; do not own any livestock or assets and live in straw
houses are considered to be poor. The above criteria for ranking the kiJanas repeat, more or
less exactly, across wealth ran kings in all six districts for which we have process
documentation. Oilier criteria might also include, school going children, TV, tape recorder,
radio, tubeweU, NGO membership, etc.

After the wealth ranking has been completed, one of the POs thanks the participants while
another PO takes the information down in a notebook. The participants mill around for a

willie, asking general questions regarding the "real" purposes of the PRA The POs generally
respond negatively, arguing once more that tl1eir purpose is information-collection rather
than assistance, that the jorip has been conducted all over the country, etc. However,
expectations. persist and community members are convinced that BIV\C is planning some
form of assistance for those \vhose names \vere recorded, particularly those who were
identified as the poorest.

Gender Imbalances

One of the observations from the process documentation has been the exclusion of women
from participating in the targeting process. The exclusion of women is visually apparent at
the occasional PRA meeting without any female participants (see Figure 4 and Table 1). The
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exclusion of women, however, works in more subtle ways and at every level of the targeting
process.

'!'~~le 1. A.!:_~i_'!ai_Patterns at _!Jiaj ~~ri, Goeai~!!!L

A PRA session w ithout Women Participants.
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An e\'Cn more disturbing observation has been that BR.AC POs, as well as male community
members, parucipate in excluding women. POs have expressed the opinion that women do
not contribute to the targeting process; they provide incorrect o r misleading information and
they tjuarrd too much (2-2: 5).

POs act to exclude women
POs

empha si~e
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aU stages of the targeting process. During Rapport Building,

invitations tOwards men and, often, act.ively discourage women from

attending tl1e meeting, phrasing their invitations t.hus: "[To t.he husband] It is very
important you attend the meeting. [To the wife) You can come, if you want".

POs have delayed meetings because tl1ere are not enough men present. During these delays,
d1e women present at the meeting would become impauent and frustrated. They were
repeatedly Sa)•ir1g, "Why do we need men? \Y/e can gi'·e aU the information."

The PO

respon<.led that men work outsi<.le t.he home and women stay inside the home and, as a
result, do not lu1ow a lot of things. The women replied, "Because we stay at home, we lulow
about everyone's homes much better. How will men know these things?" During the delay,
two women got up and left. Several otl1er women threatened to leave and not return: "If we
leave this place now, we arc nor corning back." The meeting started after one of the POs
returned with tluce men participants. {1- I: 3).
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POs, however, did not delay the PR...-\ meeting when there were no women present, as has
happened at se\·eral meetings. Researchers commented that at some of these meetings, the
"atmosphere" was nor women-friendly. They suggested that simple things, like spreading
two patis or mad11rs separately for the men and the women can encourage female
participation.

There were no instances of a female mapmaker it1 any of the PRA meetings that have been
process documented, although in one mstancc an 8 or 10 year old boy was chosen to draw
the map. It is worth noting that POs, generally, choose a mapmaker from amongst the
participants.

During the l\Iapmaking and the Wealth Rankmg, the community and/or the PO acted to
exclude women's opinions. In these meetings, women participants would either sit silently
or would occupr themselns in their own conversations, without meaningfully contributing
to the meering. Occasionally, when a woman tried to voice an opinion, she would be
"silenced by comments such as: "if the daal rises higher than the rice, it is a problem" (2-5:
6). (See Box on Discouragmg Women from Attending: A Case from Charkand.i, Tungipara)
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Gender imbalances continue on to the Survey, Preliminary Selection and Final Selection of
the targeting process. POs have to question the female m a household, as she will be the
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beneficiary of the CFPR/TUP programme. Occasionally, their husbands object to the PO
speaking to their wi,·es.

POs come up witl1 innontivc means of getting around their husbands' objections. For
example, a lm::::_oorwas unwilling to let the PO question his wife. 1be PO put his arm around
the man's shoulder and asked, "Do you do Imamo/1?

~eacling

a prayer in a mosque) i\1y father

was also an Imam. You arc like my father. You know it is my job co fill up this
yuestionnaire." The /)l(::::_oorrclented and permitted him to question h.is wife (1-1: 8).

During the same sun·ey, however, the PO found it more difficult to overcome similar
problems. The PO addressed the woman's husband, "ChadJa, you and other people work.
Sinlilarly, I have to do this job and I will fill this questionnaire in front of you." The man
relented, but his \Vife refused to come out of the house. In the end, she responded to the
PO's questions from inside tl1e house (1-1: pp. 8-9).

During Final Selection, rwo preliminarily selected beneficiaries were excluded for refusing to
come o ut of their houses to talk

to

the A C. The process documentor noted that their

houses ,,·ere remo\'ed from the rest of the ,·ilJage and their husbands were not home. They
did not, under those, circumstances feel comfortable coming out to speak to the AC.
However, the AC excluded lhem with the comment, "1bey arc too religious, how are tl1ey
going co come to training if they do not eYen come out to talk to me."

r\s these incidents iUustrate, the social exclusion of women occur at a variety of levels within the community, within the household and within the development encounter of
BR.AC staff and community members. Tlus is ironic for a programme designed specifically
for women and female headed households. In order to ensure that different streams of
knowledge are indeed intertwined in the selection of the ultra poor, it is necessary to devise
effective strategies that will overcome gender imbalances and ensure meaningful and
effective participation of women.
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CHAPTER 4: SU RVEY AND PRELIMINARY SELECTION
The wealth ranking completed during the PRA meeting produces a target group (the last or
last two categories) from which BRAC POs select clients for the CFPR/TUP programme.
The last or last two categories in the wealth ranking arc the subjects of a questionnaire
survey carried out by BRAC, on the basis of which clients arc preliminarily selected for the
TUP programme.

The day after the wealth ranking session has been completed, two 13RAC POs return to the
community with a designed questionnaire and a list of khanas that were placed in the last two
categories.

In general, the POs div1de up the khonas between them and carry out the

questionnaire survey separatelr. In these circumstances, the process documentor can only
observe one of the POs for any length of time. However, process documentors did attempt
to spend time with both POs by, occasionally, leaving one PO and searching for the other.
In several instances, POs

tOOk

advice from Process Documentors in making their decisions.

The following aspects of the questionnaire survey process will be highlighted in our
discussion:

•

POs' Approaches

•
•

Respondents' Comments
Cross-checking wirh Respondents' Neighbours

• Cross-checking through Physical Observations
• Community Reactions
• Preliminary Selection for CFPR/TUP Programme
The targeting process, as the process documentation has made clear, is not a simple and
linear schematic, as might be imagined from theoretical discussions. It is quite a complex
task to manage a targeting process as complex and multi-dimensional as the one used by the
CFPR/TUP programme. Senior management has to attempt to strike a careful balance
between superYision and interference in order

to
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successfully implement the targeting

scheme. Occasionally, the programme fails to find the perfect balance, giving rise co certain

Programnwtic I ssues, which we will discuss in greater detail at the end of this section.

POs ' Approaches

Although UR.:\C POs entered the community with a pre-designed questionnaire, they did
not ask lJUestions directly from

the sur.·cy.

Rather, the guestions were posed

com·crsationally and \\·ere often asked indirectly. POs often played the "Devil's Advocate"
in order to get honest responses.

J>Os, in general, arc of the opinion that community

members will lie if they believe that an honest reply \vill negatively affect their chances of
receh·ing assistance from BR.AC.

This style of questioning is most apparent when POs try to fU1d out if a woman is a member
of an NGO or a microfinance organisation or whether or not she is a VGD card holder.
POs would rarely, if ever, ask whetl1er or not a woman was a member of a microfinance
orgamsation or an NGO.

Instead, the PO would ask the woman the following t}-pes of

questions:

• IJJJ,,bi, Jon't you pay kiJii (installment) on Sunday?
• /Jhai, on which day is yoUI kisti due?
•
•

Is kiJti due on Saturday or Tuesday?
Did you pay the loan that you had taken from Prashika back?

These t}·pes of questions are more likely to elicit truthful replies. When the PO asked a
\VOman when her kiJti is due, she asked, "Which kist!?" The PO explained, "Grameen Bank
is close to your house, so Grameen Bank's kisti." The woman replied, "No.

It was not

Grameen Bank's kisti. It was Ansar VDP's kisli." The PO then asked to see the "kisli book"
which was brought to him ( 1-3: 12). In another instance, when tl1e PO asked if the woman
had paid back her loan from Prashika, the respondent replied tl1at she had taken a loan from
Palli Bikas to rcpai.r her house. However, they had bought cattle with the money instead.
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In cewtin insumccs, POs adopt false guises. For example, a PO told a responden£. "1 have
come from Prashika, do you pay your credit back in time?" POs might also repeat the same
question over and over to the respondents. Some respondents who attempted to hide their
NGO mcmbersltip buckled under repeated and continual questioning from the POs and
re,·ealed their mcmbcrsltip.

POs adopted a similar strategy in trying to fu1d out whether or not a particular woman holds
a VGD card. The following types of questions were asked quite often:

•
•

Did they give less wheat this time?

•

Have you gotten wheat three times till now?

How much wheat did you get this time?

POs adopted a sitrular conversational or Dcvil's Advocate or pressurizing approach in a
variety of other issues. They would ask questions like," ! see you have built your house with
nice new tin, docs your husband have any income?" or "Is your father-in-law a borolok
(rich /big man)?" (4:2: 12)
POs occasionally fmd it difficult to talk to the women in a household (sec section on Gender
lmbalanccs, particularly, p. 42 of this report) In one instance, the woman's elder brother or
grandfather responded angrily, "What happens if the husband responds to t!1ese questions?"
The PO said t!1at the woman should respond to the guestions and if she cannot answer a
certain question her husband may fill in. (1-2: pp. 10-11)

In another case, the BRAC AC wanted to talk to the husband and wife of a K.bana together
and requested t!1c husband to bring out his wife. The husband got anbtry and asked why
talking to him was not sufficient. The AC tried to com-ince him to let him talk to both of
them. Finally, the wife came om of the house and com-inccd her husband mat t!1ey should
both to talk to the AC together (1-1: pp. 9-10).
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Respondents' Comments

Respondents' would, in general, attempt to highlight their poverty (durobostbba) when
answertng POs' questions.

During the wealth ranking process in the PR.A meeting,

participants dcmonst.rated a similar tenucncy to t.ry and prove one's poverry.

These

attempls coulu be related to expectations of assistance from BRAC - community members
believe t.hat the poorer they appear to be the more likely it is that BRAC will offer some type
of help.

The indirect tjuest.ions POs ask in order to find our about rnicrofinance membership or

\'GO cards occasionally draw annoyed or angry responses, specially if the respondent
belie\'CS that she has nothing to rude. In their replies, respondents' point to their poverty,
the inappropriateness of rnicrofmancc in their situation and the unfairness of the VGD card
selection process.

In one example, '"hen a PO said to a woman, "It is suspected that they arc givmg less than
20 kilograms of wheat this time," the woman got angry. She said, "what is the beta (young
man saying? I am poor but I do not get any wheat. Today's rule is that whoever has the
stick is gin:n wheat." When the PO asked the same woman, "Chachi, on which day is your

kist1 due," the woman responded, "I do not have any income, so I do not have any shomi/1
(rnicrofmance)." (1-4: II)

_In another instance, a woman angrily replied to a PO, "I have no income, where will I pay

kisti from ?" In addition to this, the woman said that her husband has a very low income and
she does no t consider her kbana capable of taking kisti. (rhe term kisti is often used ro
describe the entire microfmance loan) ( 1-2: II ).

Responclents would keep silent in response to questions that were embarassing and/ or
humiliating.

Neighbours would fill in the responses in these situations.

However, me

respondents' silences speak of a sense of pride and self-respect. f or example, a PO asked a
woman, "What docs your husband do?" She kept quiet, but a little boy nearby replied, "she.;•

bhikkht1 k.orr/'

01c begs)

(-t-2: 12). In another case, the PO asked a woman if her family had
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to go without meals very often. When the woman was keeping quiet, her neighbours replied

for her, "yes, they often have to starve." (4-2: 11).

In another case, the PO asked a woman, "CIJaciJi, where is Chacha?" Other women present
while the survey was being completed answered: "Chacha is very old, he is close to death."
The PO asked the woman again, "Chtuhi, you are lacya (young). How come chacha is so old."
Again, cbachi's neighbours replied, "It is the universe's rule chat be/tiara (husbands) die while

!luJ!iJ'ara (wives) arc still young." (1-4: 11)

Cross-checking with Resp ondents' N eig hbours

The documentation of the Questionnaire Survey process points to several instances where
respondents' neighbours give away information that the respondent had attempted to keep
secret. During the surYcy process, a group of people would gather around the PO and the
respondent and the PO could gain valuable information and input from the gathered crowd.
In one example, a neighbour gave information about the land owned by the woman's kha11a.
The respondent became annoyed and commented, "You have come here to be clever. You
speak in that case. I don't need to say anything." (4-3: 8)

Conversely, neighbours might attempt to prove the respondent's poverty to the PO.
Neighbours make comments like, "They have no income or wealth, they are very poor" or
"Poor people, what sho111ili arc they going to do." (4-3: 9)

The PO would cross-check with neighbours, to cross-check information received from the
respondent herself. For example, when a woman claimed that her husband was sick, the PO
would ask to talk to the husband direcdy and would also question the woman's neighbours
about her husband's hcald1. (4-2: 12)

Cross-checking throug h Physical Observations

T he POs would enter the ho uses of respondents during and/or after carrying ou t the survey.
They would physically observe the house and t.ry to estimate the socio-economic condition
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of kbrma from the condition of the ho use. They would look at the condition of the house,
assets surrounding the house, the construction material of the house and lhcir belongings.
The POs obscr\'C the residences \'Cry closely ("k.Jmtfy kbut!Je dekbi'').

!\!any respondents '''ould rey uest the PO to come ins1de their house and look at their
situation. Some respondents would say, "Babu, come inside my house and sec my situation
for yourself. And do something for me." (3-2: 12). On the other hand, several respondents
asked POs not to judge their standard of li\·ing fro m the condition o f their houses. ln one
case, the resp ondent explained to the PO that they keep their houses in decent condition
because they ha\'C lObe able

10

marcy thcu daughters off (1-3: 13).

POs would loo k at the following assets in considering whether or not a kl;ana is suitable for
the CFPR/TL' P programme:

•
•
•
•
•

Furniture
Clothes/ Dress
L' tensils & Crockery
Granary
Food ll abits

•
•

lloustng Condition and l\laterials

•

Bamboo Grove

•

Banana Gro"e

•
•

Vegetable Garden
TV, Radio, Cassette, etc.

•

Fishing Net, Boar

Valuable Trees

In some areas, houses arc spaced \'Cl')' close to each other. Th.is spatial arrangement creates
excellent oppo rtunities for looking into what is happening in other homes. In one case, the
PO found w matoes in a straw basket by the side of the house. The woman claimed that she
had picked them for her children after requesting someone (no t mentioned). The PO also
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observed and saw that the next khana (which had been included in the survey) had an
electricity connection, a wall clock, bound photographs, etc (1-2: 13).

There are several cases where physical observations raised wonder that a particularly khana
was ranked so low in the PRA meeting. In one case, the PO went to a kabirq/I house and
saw that she owned a large home and a spacious homestead. Her elder daughter and son-inlaw live with her kbtwa. 1\t the courtyard, there were patients coming and going from the

kabimj 'lbere \vas a person sitting there with a bottle of water on which the kobiraj would
blow and bless. In another case, the PO found that a kbana ranked in the poorest category
had a brick home. One of their children was currently a Bt\ srudent. They also owned a
large betel nut grove (1-2: 14).

Community Responses a nd Reactions

The expectations from BR.AC expressed during Rapport Building and the PRA meeting
continues to be heard during the sut"\'ey process. Community members fre<.juently asked,
"what will BR.AC do?''

'll1ese expectations result in disappointment, when community

members discover that POs are not surveying tlleir kbanaJ. They would ask the PO, "why
haven't you come to our house?"

Those who arc not surveyed express a great deal of

resentment; they believe that they will not receive the aid BRAC will be distributirlg.

As tl1e PO walks through the community, various community members try to convey their
poverty to th~ P Os and ask for assistance tluough comments like, "We are poor, please write
our name" (4-3: 7). They may even ask for assistance for a poor kin, "l\ly mother is poor,
her name was not written."

(4-3: 7). Many community members ask if a new Jomili

(micro finance committee) will be formed. Some persons ask if they are going to give assets goats, chickens-ducks, cauJe, etc. (4-3: 8).

The PR.A meeting had raised expectations of assistance amongst the community and the
arrival of the POs the next day plays on those expectations.

To provide one example

amongst many, a community member asked the BR.AC PO, "you spent all day yesterday
yapping (bbot bbol korlm), will you gtve us anything?" (2-1: 9).
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Community members belonging

to

kbtJJiclS that arc not surveyed express a great deal of

dissatisfaction with the PR.A meeting during the survey process. Community members
generally express dissatisfaction over their own ranking. The process documentor observed

ajho,gra between two women, because one of the women ranked the other as middle-rich. In
another example, a woman also swore at the PR..r\ host, calling her, "11alir ghorer 11alt"
(daughter of a dancing woman). She alleged that she had given the PRA host money for
saYings, but the woman had not returned the money and yesterday the host had ranked her
kha11c1 as rich.

In anotJ1er example a woman got very angry with the PO and shouted,

"Alright you [the PO] ranked botvlok and tbbotolok yesterday. Why did you rank us as middle
category? I have taken loans of taka 70,000" (2-1: 9). Community members may also
complain about somebody else's ranking, for example, in one instance, a man complained
"How can a man like Alarngir Sharif be ranked moragorib?" [Look at Complaints about PRA
Meetings: Dissatisfaction at being Excluded] .

Expressing Dissatisfactions with the PRA Wealth Ranking: .
A Case from-Kakuib~; Tungipa~:, ·..,.-- .: ·. • · · ·
·.....
A man cam.e to the house where the ·po was...conducting.·l!- S!J:N.ey: and, yery. lou.dly,
stated that, "all the khanas of the para (neighbourhood) are poor>:Based on what have
you ranked the kba11as and, now;-you are going. to some khanas and·; not to,other.khanas.
Eta Ieemon kolhha? (What is this?)" The PO.. tri~d, to exp!affi tha~ -it .:was the community
that did the wealth ranking, not the PO -hlmself: .Women from· the.area.also explained
that the names of all the khanas had been included-and not ·a single..#lana has. been·left,
out. The man appeared satisfied at this.. •
:.. :.': .• :' ~·· · ..
·,_·:;! :::, ~- ;. ~· ~ : .;. \',t'" <-. •} • ··:
.l>

. . ··r.

In the meantime, a "leader-like" person.ofthe'area· came·and:saW.:·that'he knew;about
the meeting but did not go there because:he:-was .b~Y.· He ~er~~ged that th~ PO~
-·had selected such a venue that nobody from tb.i$para. (neigh~o~~qd)-would go· there. .
During elections a jhogra (quarrel) had erupted .between the:parOS";apd, · ther:~ 'has beCeO .
trouble since.
' · ' '·
· ._ ....
-~ :·~ :'-.~.~~
~; .'$. ··~
.... ,. :: ... ~-····.:. . .
The PO, however, pointed.out that there.were.many women· from:. ~para .at·the PRA
meeting (a statement backed by the ;Process Docuq1e.o,tor). .; ·: .:·. :~·~ :·~~ · , . .. " , , ... ·
••
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The fanner, who had come ~arli~, shouted._his·~iatisfactiqn~~n~~~Qr;.':·. He-:SaicL.~t :
the Nomos (Hindu caste) ·.did not un~ersl:fUld:·.~~.f.!alo.r'.~·(a'.~ei~~~caste).t.htr4ships;..
pains or sufferings. He suggested that the JYomos ranked: ,themsdv.es, ~s:·. poorest
deliberately. However all the khan~ in the'Ma/o j>Pra are p9or, ·(l-2:~'12) ;,.?,.,-..~ , ·>- ,.,,•..:;. :·
,.·
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Criticisms about the PRA meeting can take on an uglier aspect when combined with
community perceptions of BRAC as an anti-Islam and pro-US organisation. For example, a
young man who had actively participated in the wealth ranking process approached the PO
and told him, "sir, aU the ,-ilJagers scold me because I gave you their names. They took you
as people of Bush and they belie,·e that Bush will bomb the area after they send you to
India." The PO took the young man to a shop where there were several villagers present
and explained to them, once again, BR.AC's objectives (4-3: 9).

Criticisms about the PRJ\ meeting can take on an uglier aspect when combined with
community perceptions of BRJ\C as an anti-Islam and pro-US organisation. For example, a
young man who had actively participated in the wealth ranking process approached the PO
and told him, "sir, aU the '·illagers scold me because I gave you their names. They took you
as people of Bush and they believe that Bush will bomb the area after they send you to
India." The PO took the young man to a shop where there were several villagers present
and explained to them, once again, BRAC's objectives (4-3: 9).

In another instance, the PO went to a kbana and was preparing to start the survey, when the
woman's husband arrived and ask the PO to get out and said, in his direction, "They will
make Chri:;uans. None of us will give names. 1ney work for Christians. T hey \vill play on
your greed to make you Christian." Although the woman had wanted to give her name, she
could not because of her husband yelling and shouting. The PO and the process
documentor had to leave. At one stage the PO commented, "Okay. If you don't want to
give your narp.e, we have no problems" (4-5: 6).

Pre liminary Selection

111e POs considered the filled-in questionnaire survey, irlformation gathered from
neighbours, and their own physical observations of the kbana in deciding who to
preliminarily select for the CFPR/TUP programme.
considered favourable for preliminary selection:
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The following conditions were

•

Having no \'GO card

• I ~ not a member of any microfinance organisation or NGO
• Female-headed Household capable of doing work
• Husband is sick
• Woman li\-ing with father

•

Widowed or di\·orced

•

Gathering and selling lakti (fuel wood) and koilu (coal)

•

Sewing kantiJa

• Works as maidservant
• !\lakes bamboo products
• Poor housing co ndition
• Low b·el of inco me (if any)

•

Docs not own any "luxury" items (wall clock, almirah, etc.)

The following factors were crucial in dcc1ding who to exclude from c.he CFPR/ TUP
programme:

•

!\!ember of an NGO

•

Holds a \'GO card

• Not capable of doing work
• Comparatively better economic condition

•

Repaid loan/credit but still has savings (e.g. 200 takas)

•

Disabled husband/wife gets assistance from others

• Husband can earn Taka 80-150 per day
• Too old (e.g. 70 years, 80 years)

•

:--Jicc tin-roofed house

•

"Luxury" items (e.g. wall clock, almirah, radio, etc.)

Based on the abo\·c 'inclusion' and 'exclusion' criteria, POs preliminarily selected kJJanas for
rhe ultra poor programme. 111e process documentors observed a total of 25 surveys. Of
these, lhere arc numerical figures on kbmws surveyed and selected in 20 surveys. These
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figures have been tabulated below.

Out of a total of 463 khanas surveyed, 93 were

preliminarily selected for tl1e CFPR/TUP programme, a selcccion rate of approximately
20% .

T a ble 2: Khanas Surveyed and Preliminarily Selec ted (by Dis trict)
District

lKhanas under IKhanas

!Spots for
which figures
are available

Tungipara
Faridpur
Gopalganj
Durgapur
Kishoreganj

survey
coverage

1
1

Total

surveyed

IKhanas selected Khanas excluded
after Survey

o.
ol

40,
27:
731

41 1
27

3

73

7
8

155
168

101
I
155 j
41 1
168 42(nil in one spot) '

20

464'

4631

931

40
27
90
114
126

397

lnterescingly, there is one less khana surveyed than under coverage in the above table. There
were, actually, two khc111as under survey coverage that were not surveyed in Tungipara. In
both cases, tl1e khana could not be surveyed because there were no women present. In one
instance, the wife in Ule kba/1(/ had run awar because the husband was suffering from
gangrene and could nor provide for the family (1-3: 12). ln another instance, a kbanawas
not sun·cycd because the wife had died and there were no other women present (1-2: 14).

Programm atic I ssues

There arc certain programmatic issues tl1at have been highlighted by tl1e process
documentation of the targeting process. The CFPR/TUP programme is a complex, multilayered and experimental programme in its inicial stages. These programmatic issues are
being highlighted here to point out the difficulties in managing a process of the complexity
and tl1e scale of the CFPR/TUP programme, and the unexpected and unanticipated sources
of programmatic pressures.

The following programma de issues \vill be highlighted in tlus section:

•

VisitJ'frr;lll the Head Office

• Si1J111//aneous TmY,efing and Assefing
•

ACs a11d RSSs Dt!tJ)'ing Final Selulion
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Vi.ril.r fivlll the 1-/er~d Office

BR:\C employees at the :\rca Office arc occasionally puc under pressure to perform at a
higher level

tO

impress Senior 1\lanagers visiting from the Head Office. There were two

instances of such pressure on the targeting process documented by ti1e researchers.

In one instance, a schcduled PR.-\ meeting, for \\"h.ich im·itations were made, was cancelled,
without notice, because the POs had to be at ti1e Area Office to receive visitors from the
Head Office. The PO returned to the spot the next day to conduct the PRA meeting. '!be
venue host told the PO ti1at there were people waiting the previous day. The PO explained
that he had to be at me Area Office, because of visitors from Dhaka. A girl swept the
courtyard and spread patis and the meeting proceeded as usual.

In another instance, BRAC employees at ti1e Area Office wished to impress a senior
management dsitor from the Head Office who 111ig/;1 inspect the PRA meeting the next day.
In preparation, two POs

\\"Cnt

w conduct Rapport Building and find a suitable spot for iliis

PR:\ meeting. 'l11c POs \vandercd around several villages, unable to fmd a suitable spot.
The PR.L\ meeting took pbce without any Rapport Building session (we do not have process
tlocumcnmtion of this Plv\ meeting). The POs had worked so hard- r.rying, although
unsuccessfully, to locate a suitable target spot- that one of them came down with a fever.

Silllultal/eouJ Tar;geti11g a11d / lsseling

POs have to try and keep the purposes behind targeting secret, while conducting the
targeting process. HoweYcr, in many regions, targeting and assecing are taking place quite
close to each other. As a result, some community members have heard about BRAC's
programme activities.

Sometimes, ti1c informacion sources arc nguc and ti1c community members ti1emselves are
not sure of 13R.AC's precise atti\·ities. For example, a participant asked the field researcher,
during the build-up to ti1c PRA mectiJ1g, "/1pa, I have heard, tiuough ilie air (um um bhabe.;J
that you wi.ll help, you will give a lot of things" (1-3:6).
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There were, however, imtanccs where community members were very familiar with BRAe's
programmatic thinking. For example, in Charkandi, Tungipara, the comment was heard:
"These arc the people who arc giving cows and goats" (1-3: 3). In Shonargati, Gopalganj,
the process clocumentor met a man from a different village who knew everything about the
programme because the PR.A, asset selection and delivery had all been completed in his
\'illage. He was talking with the POs and tJ1c Process Documentor in an "all-knowing" tone.
(2-4: 3)

ACs and RSSs De/,!ying F111al Stlectton

The RSS or AC, due to their senioril:)' and aJditional responsibilities do not always prioritize
the Final Selection

proce~s.

The process documentor in Gopalganj spoke of a sense of

despair amongst POs because there arc many preliminarily selected CFPR/TUP members
waiting to be fmally confirmed. In one instance, the AC was supposed to viSit the other four
the next day. However, the process documentor rerurned from a morning PRA and waited
for the AC in the office from 2:00 to 5:00pm. The AC then informed him that he won't be
able to do the final conftrmation today. He has to go to the outpost to conduct a Rapport
Building tomorrow (2-4: 12).
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CHAPTER 5: FINAL SELECTION

.·\ftcr the POs ha\·e preliminarily selected k.hcmas for the CFPR/TUP programme, the RSS or

:\C or both go and dsn these k.IJanas. Dunng their visit, they asked detailed questions on
many of the same issues co,·ercd by the POs.

Howc,·cr, they do not usc a designed

questionnaire (alt.hough POs do not ask questions directly from the qucsoonnairc either) and
they can ask yuestions in closer detail, as they have fewer kbantu to interview.

The RSS or AC return from the target area and discuss their observations and/ o r decisions
with the POs who conducted the Rapport Uuilding, PRA meeting and survey Finally Select
clients for the CFPR/TCP programme.

The following aspects of the final Selection process will be discussed:

•

RSS/ :\ C Attitudes and Approaches

•

Community Reactions

•

Fmal Selection

'1l1c targcung process, as has been mentioned at vanous potnts of the report, seeks to
combine diverse streams of knowlcdges on poverty.

The selection criteria that emerge

during preliminary and fmal selection (p. 52 of t!us report) arc, however, not as
straightforward, or black and white, as it appears on paper.

There arc complexities,

complications and shades of grey within these criteria and their actual field-level
implementation often in,·oh-es negotiations and debates. We shall conclude our description
of Final Sclecuon

\\'JU1

a discussion on Targeting Cdten·a.

RSS/AC Attitudes a nd Approaches
Generally, the approaches and attitudes of the RSSs and ACs as they enter target areas and
intcn·icw preliminarily selected kb{//wJ conveyed t!1cir seniority within I3R.r\C.
communities, people were heard commenting "boro Jir (big sir) has come." (1-3: 15).
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In some

The RSS or AC gcnerallr ua,·el to the target area by motor-cycle unlike the previous BRAC
representatives who ha,·e been visiting the target area repeatedly. The motorcycle itself
draws attention to their scnioricy. Process Jocumentors have commented how community
members would maintain a son of distance from them.

The boro sir impression may be strengthened by the RSS or AC's behaviour during the
interview. For example, while the AC bhai in Tungipara was interviewing Nasirna, a
preliminarily selected CFPR/TUP client, two women from a neighbouring house came.
They recognized the process documentor and started talking to her, while AC bbai was
talking to Nasima. AC bbai asked those two women, "What do you need over here?" They
replied, we met apa (the process documentor) and we came to talk to her." AC bbai said,
once you arc done talking with her, leave. I am talking to her, it's a problem if there ace
other people present."

Later in the interview, Nasima's uncle-in-law walked into the

interview. AC bbai asked, "what do you want?" He replied, "Nothing. She is my nephew's
wife, so I came." The .-\C responded, "If there is no need, leave. Can't you see I am
talking." (1-3: 16).

The RSS and/or the AC rely on many of the same suatcgics employed by POs in attempting
to extract "true" information from preliminarily selected CFPR/TUP members. They ask

indirect guestions regarding microfinance and VGD cards, they cross-check with neighbours
and physically observe their houses and surrounilings.

Community_Reactions and Responses

The repeated visits of BRAC officials raise community expectations. The arrival of the boro

sir on motorcycle, after a series of visits by "lesser" officials, creates a sense that something is
about to happen. One of the process documcntors commented on the excitement generated
in the area every time the AC inguircd after a particular kbana.

The repeated visits can cause resentment amongst neighbours of preliminarily selected
CFPR/TUP members. Questions raised during the Questionnaire Survey- "How come you
are visiting that house, and not mine?" - arc repeated during the Final Selection.
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Interestingly, communi!:)· members attirudcs towards BIV\C and BRAC representatives are
not always consistent in each of these repeat Yisits. (sec Box on Reba, Reba's Husband and
Reba's Bhashur: Changing ;\tt.irudcs and Building Expectations in Repeated E ncounters
with BIV\Cj

Reba, Reba's Husband and Reba's Bhashw: Changing-Atti.tudes .~dB"~ding
Expectations ip Repeated-Epcounte.rs with~~(: :· .:
·
AC bhai went to interview Reba, a pre.J.imi;Darily:" ~·clected-CFPRim·di~ni }ier:husband..
was outside and he sa.id to· her, '~~W~t:tO·, talk~t;!l yop and·:yo~'Wj.fe;:~myopc_callihe~'·.:
Reba's husband became angry and .shouted, ·'fWh,y.?..C?Jl\You j~t .t;a!k•.~o<.PJ.~?·~ ·: ne. AC ·.
~
· .t ~ •.· • . : •:
·• •
'
explained, we want to talk to the ~oth of you ~-o~e~~r.
· · . ::.: ·.::·· · '··..:· .'. · :·
.
·
.:: , .
~... - . '·.
.:!·.. ~::~·f ... ..,_ .
..
At th.is point, Reba came and called- her ~usb~d: in¥de and the 1\v.o,'~o£ ~em..were then
interviewed together. The process .do~~to~·:was surprised:at Reb.!!l.s· h~b~d sudden
anger. He had been very helpful :and part:ic;;ipatQry.,,d1,lliJ:ig:· the:PM.,~.~~ting~ <·;,_·::· • • ' ·, : : · .
•

-;

.

;,

/•' .... ;. ~

· ::~ .·,:·::~!.
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•
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During the interview, Reba's bhashurapp~ared and'sa.id, in Reba's dir~ction,."p~ople come .
to your house over and over.-Why? Are you taki.ng'loans? Orgaoisati~o.(shongstha) people
don't come to anybody else's house. · Eor..~. f~~:cl,ay~, ,~R.A~ P..~?.P!.~~~y~?Reep:co~g ..to :
your house."
·. .
.' . ._.. - · - ·· ~ _~: ..":/;.' ,, ·, . ·
~

0

0

0

0 '

•:i

0
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AC bhai said to him, "if you .were, at. the · 11;1~e~g ·JI~· had, -Y.<?~ ~P.~di~v~.}~oderstood .
better why we are doing th.is." He went on to· explain how 'they·had·, done. the wealth
ranking, and how they were now visiting:those.who lud fallen· into~the\number:4 . category
ovt!I and over to get a better understanding.of.th~:informatiq~·.~~y,;.ha,d 1,!=oll~cted: The
man accepted the POs explana.tion.and applogised: :·. ;·; ._.. · ;.,·~,. ,:Y..;~·::·~.z:~ '·:. <··">: ·. : ·

.

~

;-. -.:. :· \ ··<

·t, - ·'·:_ ..,.

:

·:· ·.. \

-_~...~:·:_:~~~?}.-::) />.--~:~·~?:. ., . . . -..,. .,

After he left, Reba's husband sa.i~· "He is a.~uzoor,. does'.notlike .~· ~?.ofwork.., ·
•

0

•

,

0

••••••• \

!.. · -~- • •·.. :..

. ._ :·~ ~ :.:

-..~~c.:: ~~-:~~~::~·-'';

#,-

·~
•

•

_.When the interview was practically· over, R<;ba~~., husband · say;~.-~~please, .. don•t . think
anything." AC bhai replied, "Its ok.. We .vrork:with:peoplelik~-yqu · all thcnime and w:e .
understand why you suddenly lose your temper.'~. (1-1: 9 ). · ·· ·r ··;·:.<.:>""~ · .~ ·
. . ~. ···~ \..
·-~--~.\-·~· r·~ .;:: : ~_.:
. .
.

Final Selection

After the AC or RSS rerurns from the target area, they sit together with the POs who
conducted the prc-.;ous stages of the targeting process. The process documentors described
the POs waiting expectantly for the RSS to return from the target area. The POs wanted to
sec who had been left out of their preliminarily selected ultra poor. They express
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disappointment when someone they had chosen has been dropped and they ask for the
RSS's reasons.

Preliminarily selected CFPR/ TUP members arc, usually, not finally confirmed if they already
own some assets Oand, trees, ,·egetables, etc.), receive significant assistance from kin or
neighbours or appear physically unable of taking care of assets.

In one instance, two preliminarily selected members were excluded because they did not
want to come out of the house in front of the RSS. Their husbands had gone to work in
cl1e fields and there were no men in the house. In addition, their houses are furcl1er away
from the other houses in the village. They were, therefore, scared to come out of their
houses in front of the RSS. The RSS commented, "Those two are !JII:::;_oors. How arc you
going to train them? They are not going to come to trainirlg. They are excluded." (4-5: 8)

There may be some disagreement over a decision that an RSS or AC has taken and these arc,
usually, discussed and resolved. These debates appear, in general, to be guite participatory
and senior BRAC employees seem to be open to disagreement and debate and arc even
willing to revise their opinions. (sec Box on Debates During Final Selection: AC bbai
Changes his !\Lind and Box on "\Vh:~t Have \Ve Been Doing All These Days?")

Targeting Criteria

The prelimin?IY and final selection decisions are based on a mix of programme-set criteria
and observations of field-level BRAC staff. These decisions represent a blend of BRAC's
local knowledge on poverty (accumulated through years of experience at ilie field) and
academic and programmatic knowledges on poverty (represented through ilie designed
targeting criteria).

Table 3 below represents the programme-set inclusion and exclusion criteria used in
preliminary and final selection. The exclusion criteria are meant to be applied strictly - if the
potential candidate meets

a!!)'

om of those criteria, she will definitely be excluded. On the

ocl1cr hand, failure to meet at least clucc of the ftve inclusion criteria results in exclusion.
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Table 3: Programme-set Criteria for Preliminary and Final Selections
Exclusion Criteria
The household is borrowing from a microcredit
providing NGO

Inclusion Criteria
.Female Headed Households and
households with
divorced/abandoned/widowed women
.
. - - - ---- . - - .. - - --The household is a current cycle recipient of VGD Adult women in the housedhold does
card
labour based work outside the homestead

There are no' adult woman in the household
physically able to put in labour towards assets
transferred

.. Households-where-mi:linmalei iicomii- earner is physically not able to do any work
Households where-school.going-aged___ _
children have to labour
'HousehOlds having-negligible.assets_ __
1beyond the home they live in

"l11e 13R.AC field observations were those captured through the process documentation, and
arc quite context specific. We have chosen a few examples from many. These observational
criteria arc, in many ways, operationalised versions of the programme-set criteria.

For

example, "too old" is an operationalised version of "adult woman physically able to put in
labour towards assets" and "works as maidservant" or "gathering and selling fuel wood" are
operationalizcd \·ersions of "adulr woman does labour -based work outside the homestead",
etc.

Table 4: BRAC·Field Level Staff Observations
Facto~s ~g'!inst_!_n~lus~'! __ . .
... . _ _ ___ J~a.cJor~_C9.!" lnclus_i,:::-on
:-- _______
Disab!ed _hu_:;ban_9/wi~~ g~~s _!SSi~~a!}Ce from others j Poo~.~~u~jn_g_£~dition __ .. _______
Husband earns Taka 80-150 per day
!Gathering and selling lakri (fuel wood)
land koila (coal)
T_
oo-o!((e.g. 7~ x~ars:so'years)~==----_
-_-_-_--------1--!Sewin'g- ka'n't"h'-a-'------- - - - - -Nice tin-roofed house
·works as maidservant
;;Cuxu_rY".items '(e-~9.' wan clock~ alm-irah~ radio~etcT'- fM'akesb'amtiooproducts_ _ _ _ _ _ _

_j

The programme-set criteria looks straightforward and black and white on paper; their acrual
field-level implementation ·

the contextualization captured in BRAC's field-level

observations - often produces complexities and shades of grey.

As a result, selection

decisions are, frequently, open to debate and negotiation. In this section, we shall discuss
complexities that arise with the field-level implementation of three of the targeting criteria
used in preliminary and final selection. 'll1ese criteria:
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•

l\ficroftnancc Engagements

• Physical Ability of Beneficiary to Look After Assets
• Poor Housing Conditions
Microfinance Engagements

l\1.icrofmance engagements arc, possibly, the single most significant reason for exclusion
during targeting. However, there arc varying qualities of micro finance participation.
Frequently, households arc excluded because they have some outstanding loans or a small
amount of savings accumulated at a rnicrofmance institution. There arc also instances when
the household took the loan but did not use it themselves, either make some money through
on-lending or as a favour to relatives, friends or patrons.

BRAC's field level staff and the field researchers report that "truly ultra poor households"
may also micro finance; hence, micro finance is not a good inclicator of the poverty level.
However, for various programmatic reasons, the rnicrofi.nance exclusion criterion is
desirable. In spite of this, DRAC's field level staff express considerable regret when a "truly
ultra poor" household could not be included because of this criterion (Sec Box on "\'V'hat
Have We Been Doing All These Years?").
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Physically Able to L ook After Asset

BR.:\C ficld-b·cl staff conducting t.he targeting ha\'C to judge, through their observations,
\vhether or not a woman is capable of tending the asset, in order to operauonalize this
programmauc criterion. BIV\C POs generally exclude the very old, very sick or the
physically disabled because they will not be able to look after tl1e asset. However, these
inJicators arc not necessarily- good proxies for physical ability and selection decisions based
on tl1cse criteria arc often Jisputcd and debated (Sec Box on Debates During Final Selection:

RSS dadt1 Changes his 1\lind)

Debates During Final Selection;'RSS dada Changes his Mind
... , . .. ··.
RSS dada had excluded Hajera because she was too old and would:~~t-be able.'to look·after,-·h er

assets. However, after he retumed'to the office, tPe POs infomi.:pim;!~t· during training they
had been told to include people who ate v:ery_old bu~ have.:vision_an~:~~~':~'fhere would be
appropriate assets selected for . th~.- · Up9~ hearing this, RSS·~ ·'I;l~:~I~..:..~~depng,~ .
decision.

. .

·.

-:~. ~·

.· _ .. _·/.:;b\f~;{~~/;~~--~/:.

>-~~-··

.,_ :-

One of the POs swted offering ~easons pn:wht~o- ~~ude.H?-j~;p1:l.e.;~{~pus in.~~yillage·:
for herjhograJ and no one would dare touch her. asse~. Besides; ~~~<?ugh ·~e:is·;o.!d,' during
Aman she works in the fields.
. · ·.: . ·_ ·
~:r-~:~;~~~e:

,.,_: ·,. ;

In the end, Haje.ra was selected as a CFPR/TUP programme client:· (2~3;;'-12)

" ·

P oor Housing C ondition
During preliminary and flllal selection, BRAC field-staff closely observe potential
participants' houses, trying to judge tl1e level of poverty from the physical appearance of
their homestead and belongings. Nice housing, particularly Lin roofmg, are potentially
grounds for exclusion.
However, tlus particular indicator, the process documentation suggests, may not be a
particularly good indicator of poverty. Several respondents asked POs not to judge their
standard of li\'ing from the condition of their houses. In one case, the respondent explained
to tl1e PO

UH\t

tl1cy keep their houses in decent condition because they have to be able to

marry their daughters off (1-3: 13). It has also been suggested that tin is a more economical
and cheaper builc.ling material than alternatives, particularly straw, and it makes economic
sense for tl1e ultra poor to li'·e in tin houses.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS
The programme has deYised a targeting mechanism that combines local knowledges on
poYerty with academic and programmatic conceptions of poverty to find and identify the
appropriate ultra poor for the CFPR/TUP programme (rlfatin and Halder, 2002). Figure 1 is
an illustration of the targeting schematic as it appears on paper. llus schematic, at least on
paper, fails to convey the complexities and complications underlying the process.

The

process documentation has illustraLed, in detail, Lhe field-level complexities and variations
hidden by the theoretical and linear schematic of Figure I.

The success of the targeting process (!\latin and Halder 2002) is owed to the successful
rclacionslup between

the communiry and BR.AC

field-level staff.

TI1e process

documentation has provided a rich illustration of this relationship, through which diverse
knowledge streams combine in an informed and appropriate selection decision. Figure 5
illustrates the coming together of knowledge streams in the targeting process.

Figure 5: Combining Knowledge Streams in Selecting the Ultra Poor

BRAC POs

COMMUNITY
MEMBERS
•

Local Knowledge

•

Accumulated Wisdom

•

Positive Participation

•

Managing Diverse
Community Reactions

•

Working Through
Programmatic Issues

•

MakingEffective Onthe-Spot Decisions

SELECTlNG THE ULTRA POOR
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A major issue runnlllg through the various stages of the targeting mechanism has been
community expectations of assistance from BRAC. t-.lost community members believed that
13R..-\C will be offering some assistance and that is why they arc going through so much
trouble.

These expectations arc, in most instances, vaguely expressed, along the lines,

13RAC will do "something" or will gi,·c "something". l\lost community members expect
VGO cards, .rbomitis, or assets (cows/goats, chickens/ ducks, etc.).

T hese expectations of assistance, often, exist side by side with feelings of suspicion and
hostility towards BRAC as a Christianizing, anti-Islam and pro-American organisation.
ScYcral community members expressed the opinion that it docs not mauer whether BRAC is
Christ.ian or not as long as they do something in the community.

Other community

members lobbied for assistance while condemning BR.AC as an anti-Islam organization. In
other cases, community members refused to participate in targeting activities because they
perceived BRAC as such an organisation.

The 13RAC POs had

to

negotiate between these diverse community responses and reactions

to BR.AC while conducting the targeting activities. In addition, POs had ro keep the real
purposes bclund targering secret, while encouraging community members to participate in
targeting act.h·it.ics. POs woultl face many difficult and unanticipated situations, confronted
by community members with diverse attitudes towards BR.AC.

In these situations, POs

made tough Jccisions on the spot and used considerable tact and .intelligence to successfully
conduct targeting activities. lt is worth celebrating the POs ability to successfully negotiate
.diverse, unexpected and unanticipated difficulties in various stages of the targeting process.
The POs creativity in dealing with these situations is also worth celebrating. For example,
during the SurYey, POs phrased their <JUCstions cleverly and indirectly .in their attempts to
extract correct information fro m the respondents.

POs did, howcYer, encounter difficulties in creating a gender balance at the PR.A meetings.
Some POs were reluctant to encourage women to participate because, according

to

them,

they yuarrcl too much and do not provide correct or relevant information. As a result,
\vomen's participation at some of the PRA meetings was very low. The failure to include
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women's views in the PRA meeting m.ight bias the wealth ranking results, though it is not
possible to arrive at such a conclusion based on the process documentation.

One of the strengths of process documentation research has been the wealth of detailed
information collected.

The significance and .importance of certain terminology and

vocabulary used during field-implementations arc highlighted by the process documentation.
The POs usc the term

d,nV(I/

while im·iting community members to the PR.A meeting. The

term dawal creates a sense of social obligation in community members to attend. On the
other hand, the term jt}!ip used to describe PR.A activities create a sense of disinterest
amongst community members. BRAC POs also had considerable difficulties in explaining
the term kbaua to community members, leatl.ing to considerable confusion and difficulties.

The targeting mechanism was designed to draw and bring together diverse streams of
knowledge on poverty in identifying the appropriate ultra poor for the CFPR/TUP
programme. The process documentation illustrate the wealth and diversity of knowledge
that intermingles in targeting the ultra poor and the complex and difficult situations that
arise at the interfaces between knowlcdges.
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